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I. THE JAPANEsE MrHARY PROCUREMENT PROCESS
A. The General Organization of the Japanese Defense Agency
Affecting the Procurement Process
1. In General
An understanding of the role of the various sections of the
Japanese Defense Agency (JDA) and the Self-Defense Force in the
procurement of military products must begin with an overview of
their basic organization.
The Defense Agency (Bdei-cho-) functions as a Japanese
Ministry of Defense. The term "agency" (Cho-) rather than
"ministry" (Sho-) was selected for political reasons in order to give
the office a low key name under Japan's postwar Constitution
which renounces the nation's right to wage war and to maintain an
army, navy, or air force.' Agency in Japan traditionally refers to
a semi-independent arm of a Ministry. For example, the National
Tax Agency of the Ministry of Finance administers the national tax
system in the same fashion as the Internal Revenue Service
operates under the United States Treasury Department. Technically
the Defense Agency is an external organ of the Prime Minister's
Office, and the Prime Minister is its Supreme Commander.2
However, its Director-General is a member of the National Diet
and a Minister of State without portfolio.' The Defense Agency
has many more employees than most ministries. Therefore, it may
be looked upon as a ministry.
2. DA Internal Bureaus
Chart I presents the key internal bureaus of the Defense
Agency. The principal role of these bureaus is overall co-ordination
422
1. Adopted November 3, 1946; enforced May 3, 1947.
2. Self-Defense Force Law, Law No. 165 of 1954, art 7 [hereinafter referred to as SDFL].
3. Defense Agency Establishment Law, Law No. 164 of 1954, art. 3 [hereinafter referred to
as DAEL].
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of affairs affecting the Defense Agency as a whole and staff
assistance to the Director-General. All are staffed by civilian
government officials. The most significant of these bureaus
concerned with procurement are the Defense and Equipment
Bureaus and their various sections. Their role is described below
in connection with the procurement process.
423
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CHART I
DEFENSE AGENCY'S INTERNAL BUREAUS, TiE DEFENSE
FACILITIES AGENCY, AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE
EQUIPMENT BUREAU
SOURC_. Somu-cho Gyosei Kanri Kyoku (Administrative Management Bureau, General Affairs
Agency), GYoSmI KiKozu (Administrative Organization Charts) 23 (1990) (hereinafter referred to as
ADMnISTRATE ORGANIZATION CHARTS).
424
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3. DA External Organ
Aside from the Self-Defense Force (the actual military
establishment), the Defense Agency also contains a semi-
independent organ of importance with its own Director-General,
known as the Defense Facilities Agency (JDFA),' which reports to
the Director-General of the Defense Agency and is located at the
JDA compound at Akasaka, Tokyo. The JDFA provides and
administers camps and training facilities for the Self-Defense Force
and United States troops stationed in Japan.
4. The Self-Defense Force
The Self-Defense Force (SDF) provides the military personnel
to defend Japan. It is divided into separate Ground, Maritime, and
Air Self-Defense Forces,5 each having a separate general
staff.6The SDF has a Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.7
Under the Chairman are a Secretariat' and a Joint Staff School."
It also has several semi-independent organs which are not under the
separate self-defense forces (ground, maritime and air) and report
directly to the JDA Director-General. These different bodies will
be found in Chart II. The organs among this group most significant
in the procurement process are the Technology Research
Headquarters 0 and the Procurement Enforcement Headquarters."
4. DAEL arts. 39-58; Defense Agency Organization Order, Cabinet Order No. 178 of 1954,
arts. 210-54 [hereinafter referred to as DAOO].
5. DAEL art.4(l); SDFL, art. 2(1).
6. DAEL art 21.
7. DAEL art. 27(1).
8. DAEL art. 28.
9. DAEL art. 28-2; DAOO art. 155.
10. DAEL art. 30; DAOO arts. 156-82.
11. DAEL art. 31; DAOO art. 183-209.
425
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CHART II
THE SELF-DEFENSE FORCE IN GENERAL
SOURCE. ADMINISTRATIV ORGANIZATION CHARTS 23-26.
426
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5. The Ground Self-Defense Force
The Ground Self-Defense Force (GSDF) consists of five Area
Forces (Northern, Northeastern, Eastern, Central and Western)
equivalent to armies which contain thirteen divisions, supplemented
by several specialized brigades (artillery), special anti-aircraft
brigades, facilities brigades (engineers), and training brigades or
regiments.1" It administers sixteen specialized training schools,
nine depots, and eight hospitals.13
The Director-General commands the GSDF,14 pursuant to the
staff guidance of its Chief of Staff,15 located at the DA compound
at Akasaka, Tokyo. The Chief of Staff is assisted by one Assistant
Chief of Staff,16 an Adjutant General, 17 and an Inspector
General." Some seven general staff departments report to the
Chief of Staff.19 The Defense and Equipment Departments are the
ones most involved in military procurement. These offices appear
in Chart III and the general structure of the GSDF appears in Chart
IV.
12. SDFL art. 10; Self-Defense Force Law Enforcement Order, Cabinet Order No. 179 of
1954, art. 6 [hereinafter referred to as SDFL ENF. 0.].
13. SDFL art. 24(1), (3).
14. SDFL art. 8.
15. DAEL art. 22(3); SDFL art. 9.
16. DAEL art. 24; DAOO art. 46.
17. DAO art. 79.
18. DAOO art. 80.
19. DAOO art. 47.
427
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CHART IH
GENERAL STAFF OF THE GROUND SELF-DEFENSE FORCE
SOURCE. ADMINISTRATVE ORGANIZATION CHARTs 25.
428
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CHART IV
ORGANIZATION OF THE GROUND SELF-DEFENSE FORCE
SoURcF. ADMomns nvE OROmIAmT1ON CHARTS 25-26.
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6. The Maritime Self-Defense Force
The Maritime Self-Defense Force (MSDF) serves as Japan's
navy. It consists of five local forces (Yokosuka, Maizuru, Ominato,
Sasebo and Kure) equivalent to flotillas; a self-defense fleet
containing an air group, a submarine force and various support
forces; an Air Education Group; and other specialized naval
troops.2 It administers six schools and five hospitals.2"
The MSDF is also commanded by the Director-General22
subject to the staff guidance of its Chief of Staffe located at the
compound at Akasaka, Tokyo. The MSDF Chief of Staff is assisted
by one assistant chief of staff,24 an admiral adjutant, 25 an
inspector admiral, 26 and a chief sanitation officer.27 Six general
staff departments report to the Chief of Staff"3 with the Defense,
Equipment and Technology Departments being the staff offices
principally concerned with military procurement. See Chart V for
a listing of these staff offices and Chart VI for the general structure
of the MSDF.
20. SDFL art 15; SDFL ENP. 0. art. 15.
21. SDFL art. 24(1), (3).
22. SDFL art. 8.
23. DAEL art. 22(3); SDFL art. 9.
24. DAEL art. 24; DAOO art. 82.
25. DAOO art. 112.
26. DAOO art. 113.
27. DAOO art. 113-2.
-28. DAOO art. 83.
430
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CHART V
GENERAL STAFF OF THE IARITIME SELF-DEFENSE FORCE
SDefeSectio
Sectn
GENERAL Sr W FA= xd
Oilcf Of Staff
AssistantC~fof
Admiral Educaton Dept Stl
SouRcE. ADMNIsTRATIVE ORGANIZATION CHARTs 27.
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CHART VI
ORGANIZAT[ON OF THE MARnmE SELF-DEFENSE FORCE
Dizet -General of the
Defense Agency
-tb ILocal Force
Local Foree
Air nhatln
SFore
KIir
Locl Frc
SF-DfeM
Other
_ ArGroup
Sbmarie
Force
Othe
SOURCE ADMIISTRATIVE ORGANIZAION CHARTS 27-28.
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7. The Air Self-Defense Force
The Air Self-Defense Force (ASDF) is Japan's air force. It
consists of one General Air Force (translated in some English
publications as the Air Defense Command), which in turn is
divided into three local forces (Northern, Central and Western)
equivalent to air forces in other countries, and an air support group
which stands on the same level as the General Air Force.29 A
Composite Air Division" with a slightly different organization,
established on the same level as the local forces, is located in the
southwest. The local forces contain six air wings.3
The ASDF is commanded by the Director-General32 with the
staff guidance of its Chief of Staff33 located at the JDA compound
at Akasaka, Tokyo. The Chief in turn is assisted by one assistant
chief of staff,34 an adjutant general,35 an inspector general,36
and a chief sanitation officer.37 Six general staff departments
report to the Chief of Staff.38 The Defense, Equipment and
Technology Departments again are the ones most concerned with
military procurement. Chart VII provides an outline of these staff
offices, and Chart VIII contains the general structure of the ASDF.
29. SDFL art. 20; SDFL ENF. 0. art. 28.
30. SDFL art. 20(4); SDFL ENF. 0. art. 28-17.
31. SDFL art. 20(3); SDFL ENF. 0. art. 28-14.
32. SDFL art. 8.
33. DAEL art. 22(3); SDFL art. 9.
34. DAEL art. 24; DAOO art. 115.
35. DAOO art. 142.
36. DAOO art. 143.
37. DAOO art. 144.
38. DAOO art. 116.
433
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CHART VII
ORGANIZAnON OF THE AIR-DEFENSE FORCE
SOURCE. ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION CHARTS 29.
434
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CHART VIII
ORGANiZAnON OF THE AIR SELF-DEFENSE FORCE
SOURCE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION CHARTS 29-32.
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& The Functions of the DA Internal Bureaus, the General
Staff Departments, and the Sections of the Equipment and
Technology Departments
It is interesting to note the similarity in names between the JDA
internal bureaus and the general staff sections of the three self-
defense forces.
The common offices are those of Personnel, Defense, Education
and Training and Equipment. 9 The function of these offices is
comparable to the traditional U.S. Army staff sections of G-1
(personnel), G-3 (plans, operations, and training), and G-4
(logistics). Similar to the highest levels in the U.S. Army staff
structure, plans, operations, and training has been split into two
offices called in Japan "Defense" and "Education and Training."
There is no G-2 (intelligence) office among the JDA internal
bureaus, but the investigation department40 of each self-defense
force performs this role.
The offices which differ a bit from the traditional U.S. structure
are the Director-General's Office41 and the Financial Control
Bureau4 2 at the JDA level, the control departments43 in the three
self-defense forces, the technology departments" in the Maritime
and Air Self-Defense Forces, and the Sanitation Department45 in
the Ground Self-Defense Force. The Director-General's Office is
responsible for general administration at the top JDA level
including civilian personnel policies, organization of the civilian
staff, outside public relations, and through its Legal Section,46 the
development of laws and orders to be enacted and Instructions
issued governing JDA overall. The Personnel Bureau of JDA does
not deal with civilian staff matters, but rather is responsible for
overall personnel matters of the three self-defense forces. The
39. DAOO arts. 1, 6-8, 10, 35-41, 47, 52-57, 61-76, 83, 89-98, 102-07, 122-30, 133-37.
40. DAO0 arts. 58-60, 99-101, 130.2-32.
41. DAEL art 11; DAOO arts. 11-14.
42. DAOO arts. 30-34.
43. DAOO arts. 48-51, 84-88, 107-21.
44. DAOO arts. 108-10, 138-40.
45. DAOO art. 77.
46. DAOO art. 50.
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Financial Control Bureau handles accounting, auditing, and basic
oversight of the administration of JDA assets (other than
communication and electrowave facilities) and construction
activities. The control departments in the self-defense forces handle
legal, accounting and audit functions plus, in the case of the Air
Self-Defense Force, increasing the efficiency of work. The
responsibilities of the technology departments in the Maritime and
Air Self-Defense Forces involve research; improvement and
standardization of vessels, aircraft and weapons; and demands for
technological improvement. The Sanitation Department of the
Ground Self-Defense Force oversees medical, health and sanitation
facilities including research in their improvement and the
procurement-of health and sanitation materials.
In considering the role of the staff sections under Defense,
Equipment and Technology, we will begin at the level of the
separate self-defense forces.
The defense departments of the three self-defense forces play
the key role in planning and conducting the operations of their
respective forces. In the Ground Self-Defense Force, the Defense
Section is involved with (1) plans for the guarding and defense of
the country; (2) the organization, number of personnel, structure
and required equipment of its force; (3) the preparation of long-
term operational plans and their implementation; and (4) general
coordination of all the work of the department.47 The Operations
Section deals with the more current operations of the GSDF.4s
The Research Section concerns itself with the improvement of and
research into the means for guarding and defending the country and
the operations of the components of its force. It also looks into
those matters the purpose of which is research and development
respecting equipment, aircraft, foodstuffs and other supplies.49
The functions of the defense and operations sections in the
MSDF and the ASDF are basically the same.5" The Defense
47. DAOO art. 62.
48. DAOO art 63.
49. DAOO art 64.
50. DAOO arts. 94, 96, 127-28.
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Section of ASDF is particularly charged with matters involving
equipment standards and preparation of tables of equipment.
However, the Equipment System Section plans MSDF's equipment
needs. By working out the systematic structure of equipment
required for maritime defense, the Equipment System Section is
concerned with the equipping of various means to guard and defend
Japan from the sea.5
The equipment departments in the various forces all contain
specialized sections concentrating on particular areas of material
and supplies. In the GSDF, the Armaments and Chemicals Section
is responsible for the procurement, supply, preservation and
maintenance of armaments, chemical technology and the disposal
of explosives.52 The Communication Electronics Section holds a
similar responsibility for communication equipment 3 as does the
Aircraft Section for aircraft, 54 the Supplies Section for needed
supplies,55 and the Facilities Section for facilities whether
acquired or built.56  The Transportation Section oversees
everything involving transportation. 57  The role of the
Development Section is a bit different. It oversees the planning of
research and the improvement of ground based equipment, the
standardization of such equipment and the placement of requests
for technological research.58 Ultimately the data and policies
developed by these sections are fed into the Equipment Planning
Section, which integrates and coordinates an overall plan for the
procurement, supply, preservation and maintenance of ground
equipment and for planning rear area supply. Moreover, this section
integrates and coordinates a separate procurement plan for ground
equipment and the placing of all procurement requests with the
Procurement Enforcement Headquarters.59
51. DAOO art 95.
52. DAOO art. 67.
53. DAOO art. 68.
54. DAOO art. 69.
55. DAOO art. 70.
56. DAOO art. 71.
57. DAOO art. 72.
58. DAOO art. 73.
59. DAOO art. 66.
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The War Vessels Section of the Equipment Department of the
MSDF is responsible for planning the procurement of vessels, their
supply, preservation and maintenance, and the placing of
procurement requests concerning vessels with the Procurement
Enforcement Headquarters?' The Department's Armaments
Section does the same for all armaments other than vessels and
aircraft.61 Aircraft are handled by the Aircraft Section62 and
needed supplies by the Supplies Section.63 The integration and
coordination role and the rear area supply planning role, based on
the data provided by these sections, are performed by the
Equipment Section." However, unlike the Equipment Planning
Section of the Ground Self-Defense Force, the Equipment Section
of the MSDF does not handle the placement of procurement
requests with the Procurement Enforcement Headquarters (a task
left up to the other specialized sections).
The ASDF has placed all responsibility for procurement in one
section, the Procurement Section of its Equipment Department,
which is responsible for planning the procurement of air equipment
and placing all procurement requests with the Procurement
Enforcement Headquarters. 65 The Supply Section oversees the
supply and preservation of air equipment,' and the Maintenance
Section does the same for aircraft together with handling requests
for the improvement of aircraft and oversight of aircraft
maintenance.67  The Equipment Section is responsible for
transportation matters, rear area supply planning and the integration
and coordination of equipment planning.68 However, as in the case
of the Maritime Self-Defense Force, it does not directly perform a
procurement role.
60. DAOO art 104.
61. DAOO art 106.
62. DAOO art. 105.
63. DAOO art 107.
64. DAOO art. 134.
65. DAOO art 135.
66. DAOO arL 136.
67. DAOO art. 137.
68. DAOO art 134.
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The staff sections at the higher IDA level have a broader and
more general function, particularly to avoid duplication of effort
among the forces and see that the interest of the JDA as a whole
is served. The Defense Section of the JDA Defense Bureau
prepares the annual integrated equipment plan for the entire Self-
Defense Force,69 and the Planning Officer oversees, among
various matters, basic considerations relating to the equipment of
the total SDF structure.7" The Armaments and Supplies Section of
the JDA Equipment Bureau establishes basic policy for
standardization, improvement, research and procurement regarding
firearms; vehicles; facility, chemical and other devices and
materials; auxiliary devices and materials; foodstuffs; and other
supplies and services (other than matters falling under the
responsibility of the Development and Planning Officer).71 A
comparable responsibility lies with the Communication Section for
communication equipment and facilities;72  the War Vessels
Section for vessels, their fittings and port facilities;73 and the
Aircraft Section for aircraft, their equipment and guided
weapons.74  The final integrating function rests with the
Management Section." This section plans and drafts a
comprehensive overall basic policy for procurement,
standardization, improvement and research concerning equipment
and services utilized by JDA as a whole. In particular, it sets and
oversees basic principles of procurement and the role of the
Procurement Enforcement Headquarters.
Technology Departments are found in the Maritime Self-
Defense Force 6 and the Air Self-Defense Force77 and a
Development and Planning Officer has been established at the JDA
69. DAOO arts. 6, 16.
70. DAOO art. 20.
71. DAOO arts. 10, 38.
72. DAOO art. 39.
73. DAOO art. 40.
74. DAOO art. 41.
75. DAOO art. 38.
76. DAOO art. 83.
77. DAOO art. 116.
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level.78 The First Technology Section of the Technology Bureau
of the Maritime Force oversees improvement, standardization,
regulation and research concerning vessels and maritime
armaments, and it places requests for technological research and
development of maritime equipment.79 The same role is performed
by the Second Technology Section regarding aircraft.8" The First
Technology Section of the Technology Bureau of the Air Self-
Defense Force plans improvement and research concerning air
equipment, guides the related technology and places requests for
technological research and development in connection therewith. 1
The Second Technology Section performs the same function
respecting aircraft and aircraft maintenance devices and
materials.82 The Development and Planning Officer at JDA plans
and recommends overall general policy concerning development of,
improvement of and research on equipment, systems and the
operations of the Technology Research Headquarters.
9. The Specialized Training Schools
Each of the self-defense forces possesses a number of
specialized training schools which are responsible for training their
personnel. These schools are important for military procurement in
that they develop doctrine appropriate to their training function and
in the course of doing so occasionally feed information to the
general staffs of their armed forces which will ultimately produce
requests for new improved military equipment.
Particularly important to the Ground Self-Defense Force are (1)
the Fuji School at Oyama-machi, Sunto-gun in Shizuoka Prefecture
which trains the infantry (called the "regular branch"), artillery
other than anti-aircraft (called the "specialized branch") and
armor; (2) the Anti-Aircraft School at Chiba City; (3) the Air
School at Obata-machi, Watarai-gun, Mie Prefecture; (4) the
78. DAOO arL 42.
79. DAOO art 109.
80. DAOO art. 110.
81. DAOO art. 139.
82. DAOO art. 140.
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Facilities School at Katsuda City, Ibaraki Prefecture which trains
the engineers (called the "facilities branch"); (5) the
Communication School at Yokosuka City which trains the
communications branch; (6) the Weapons School at Ami-machi,
Inashild-gun, Ibaraki Prefecture which trains the ordinance branch
(called the "weapons branch"); (7) the Transportation School at
Nerima Ward, Tokyo which trains the transportation branch; (8) the
Sanitation School at Setagaya Ward, Tokyo which trains the
sanitation branch; and (9) the Chemical School at Omiya City,
Saitama Prefecture which trains in chemical technology and
protective measures.83
The significant Maritime Self-Defense Force schools are the
First Technical School at Etajima, Hiroshima Prefecture, dealing
with gunnery, mines and torpedoes, mine sweeping, navigation,
communications and rescue knowledge; the Second Technology
School at Yokosuka, Kanagawa Prefecture, handling electrical
devices, machinery and engineering; and the Third Technical
School at Shonan-machi, Higashi Katsushika-gun, Chiba Prefecture
dealing with aircraft, aircraft equipment, air navigational equipment
and electrowave devices and materials (avionics). 4
The important Air Self-Defense Force schools are the First
Technical School at Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka Prefecture, dealing
with the repair and resupply of aircraft and guided weapons loaded
on aircraft; the Second Technical School at Hamamatsu City,
concerned with radar, automatic warning and control devices and
the operation, repair and resupply of guided weapons and firearms;
the Fourth Technical School at Kumagaya City, Saitama Prefecture,
handling communication, the repair and resupply of such equipment
and weather observation."
Although not directly involved in the procurement process, it
is of incidental interest that the Fourth Technical School of the
Maritime Self-Defense Force at Maizuru City, Kyoto Urban
Prefecture and the Third Technical School of the Air Self-Defense
83. SDFL arts. 24-25; SDFL EN . 0. ar. 33-2.
84. SDFL arts. 24-2; SDFL ENF. 0. ar. 34.
85. SDFL arts. 24-25; SDFL ENP. 0. arL 35.
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Force at Ashiya-machi, Onga-gun, Fukuoka Prefecture are charged
with conducting training in procurement practices.
10. The Technology Research Headquarters
The Technology Research Headquarters is a semi-independent
organ of the SDF, staffed with some 919 personnel responsible for
the technological investigation, study, conceptualization, design,
preparation of prototypes and testing of military equipment.86 It
also carries on scientific research and investigation needed by the
SDF. It contains some five laboratories and five testing stations."
The head office of the Headquarters is located at Ikejiri in Setagaya
Ward, Tokyo.8 Its organization will be found in Chart IX.
86. DAEL art. 30; DAOO arts. 156 - 70; Organization Rules of the Defense University,
Defense Medical College, Defense Research Institute, Technology Research Headquarters and
Procurement Enforcement Headquarters, Prime Minister's Office Order No. 39 of 1954, arts. 24- 41-
3 [hereinafter referred to as the ORGANIZATION RULES].
87. DAOO arts. 171, 180.
88. DAEL art. 30(5); ORoANIZATION RULEs art 24.
443
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CHART IX
THE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH HEADQUARTERS
SoURCE ADmImsNh.TIvE ORGANIZATION CHARTS 36.
444
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Significant offices and personnel are the Planning and
Technology Departments and the Technology Development
Officers. The Planning Officer of the Planning Department is
responsible for planning the basic direction of the Headquarters'
activities, and he is charged with furnishing the United States with
technical research materials 9 handled by the Headquarters
pursuant to the U.S.-Japan Mutual Defense Assistance
Agreement.9' The First Technology Section of the Technology
Department investigates scientific technology involving military
equipment, both abroad and within Japan.91 The Second
Technology Section organizes regulations, standards and
specifications concerning military equipment; it compiles, edits and
prints technical research data; and it is responsible for patent,
utility model and design registration as well as statistical
matters.9' There are four Technology Development Officers aided
by five assistants. They are concerned with the preparation of
materials on the conceptualization, design and preparation of
prototypes respecting equipment and other development and
regulation of equipment technology.
93
The First Laboratory, located at Meguro Ward in Tokyo,
conceptualizes, investigates, studies, tests and prepares data on the
standardization of firearms, munitions, vessels and their equipment,
physical and chemical devices and substances, sanitary materials,
substances and structures to resist shells and human engineering in
connection with equipment. It also conducts scientific investigation
and research concerning sanitation and an aptitude appropriate for
the Self-Defense Force.9' The Second Laboratory at Ikejiri,
Setagaya Ward, Tokyo conceptualizes, investigates, studies, tests
and prepares data on the standardization of communication,
electrowave, electronic computer, electrical and light wave (laser)
89. DAOO art. 164.
90. Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement Between the United States of America and Japan,
March 8, 1954, Treaty No. 6 of 1954,5 U.S.T. 661, TJ.A.S. No. 2957, 232 U.N.T.S. 169.
91. DAOO arL 166.
92. DAOO art. 167.
93. DAOO arts. 168-69.
94. DAO art. 172; ORGANMATiON RULEs arts. 24-3-264.
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equipment'and handles any mathematical research with which it is
charged by the Headquarters.95  The Third Laboratory at
Tachikawa City, Metropolis of Tokyo conceptualizes, investigates,
studies, tests and prepares data on the standardization of aircraft,
their equipment and guided weapons (other than resistance to shells
and human engineering)." The Fourth Laboratory at Sagamihara
City, Kanagawa Prefecture conceptualizes, investigates, studies,
tests and prepares data on the standardization of vehicles, vehicle
equipment and devices and materials for facilities.97 The Fifth
Laboratory at Yokosuka City, Kanagawa Prefecture conceptualizes,
investigates, studies, tests and prepares data on the standardization
of aquatic weapons and acoustical, magnetic and mine sweeping
devices and materials. The laboratories may also be ordered to
conduct other special research by the Director of the Technology
Research Headquarters.9"
The Sapporo Testing Station tests the performance of
equipment in cold, heavy snow and boggy areas. 99 The Shimokita
Station tests the trajectory performance of firearms and
munitions. 1°° The Tsuchiura Station tests the performance of
firearms; munitions; guided weapons; vehicles; and communication,
electrowave, electrical, light wave, and facilities devices and
materials. 1" The Niijima Station tests the trajectory performance
of rockets and the flying performance of guided weapons."° The
Gifu Station tests the performance of aircraft and guided weapons
loaded in aircraft.1 3
95. DAOO art. 173; ORGANIZATION RULES arts. 24-3, 27-294.
96. DAOO arLt. 174; OROANIZATION RULES arts. 24-3, 30-323.
97. DAOO art. 175; ORGANmATION RULES arts. 24-3, 33-35-3.
98. DAOO art. 176; ORGANIZATION RULES arts. 24-3, 36-384.
99. OROA TION RULES arts. 39-3-40.
100. ORoANZATION RULES arts. 39-3, 40-2.
101. OROANIZAION RULES arts. 39-3, 41.
102. ORGANIZATION RULES arts. 39-3, 41-2.
103. ORGANIZATIoN RULES arts. 39-3, 41-3.
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11. The Procurement Enforcement Headquarters
English language publications dealing with the Japanese Self-
Defense Force commonly call the Procurement Enforcement
Headquarters, the "Central Procurement Office" despite the fact
that this is not the meaning of its Japanese title. This semi-
independent organ of the SDF is situated in the JDA compound at
Akasaka, Tokyo and contains a staff of 565 persons located at its
main office and branch offices in Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya,
Osaka and Nagasad. ° Its organization is given in Chart X.
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104. DAEL art 31(4); ORGANIZATION RULas art. 42; Law Concerning the Determination of
the Personnel of Administrative Organs, Law No. 33 of 1969, art. 2-3; Administrative Organs
Personnel Determination Order, Cabinet Order No. 121 of 1969, art. 1(2); Defense Agency
Determination of Personnel Regulations, Defense Agency Instruction No. 24 of 1972, art. 2.
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CHART X
THE PRocu E ENFORCEMENT HEADQUARTERS
SOURCE ADMMINMAMVE OROANM&noN CHARIS 37.
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The function of the Procurement Enforcement Headquarters
(PEH) is to carry out the actual procurement of most goods and
services needed by the Self-Defense Force."5 In the course of
doing so, it negotiates and standardizes contracts, it investigates the
military goods industry and collects data on costs, it develops data
on the estimation of anticipated prices, it collects data on
overseeing the development of goods and services, and it audits
figures provided to it by JDA's suppliers."° It contains a number
of sections which have the responsibility of performing these tasks.
The Audit Office audits operations and accounting and seeks to
research and improve procurement operations."0 7 The Adjustment
Section plans rules and procedures for overall procurement and
procurement operations, and it conducts the general coordination of
such operations.'0 8 The coordination, inspection and physical
testing of firearms, munitions and communication equipment to be
procured is handled by the First Procurement Control Section.' °9
The same role is performed by the Second Procurement Control
Section for machinery, vehicles, foodstuffs, textiles, fuel,
chemicals, sanitation and supplies;"' by the Third Procurement
Control Section for vessels;"' by the Fourth Procurement Control
Section for aircraft;' and by the Fifth Procurement Control
Section for guided weapons." 3 Actual contracting with suppliers
is carried out by the Contract Sections: the First Section being
responsible for guided weapons, torpedoes and communication
equipment;"' the Second Section for munitions (other than
torpedoes), foodstuffs, textiles, fuel, chemicals, sanitation and
105. DAEL art 31(2).
106. DAOO arts. 183-209, 257; Instruction Concerning the Enforcement of the Procurement
of Equipment, Etc. and Services, Defense Agency Instruction No. 4 of 1969 [hereinafter referred to
as the PRocunmEMNr INsTucioN].
107. DAOO art. 186.
108. DAOO art 189.
109. DAOO art 190.
110. DAOO art. 191.
I11. DAOO art 192.
112. DAOO art. 193.
113. DAOO art. 194.
114. DAO0 art. 195.
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supplies;" 5 the Third Section for vessels, machinery, vehicles and
firearms; 1 6 and the Fourth Section for aircraft."7 The Prototype
Procurement Section contracts for prototypes and oversees cost
accounting and inspections in regard thereto." 8 The Cost Control
Section oversees cost accounting and cost audit activities
generally;" 9 while the First Cost Accounting Section does so
specifically for guided weapons, torpedoes and communication
equipment; 2 ' the Second Section for munitions, foodstuffs,
textiles, fuel, chemicals, sanitation and supplies;' the Third
Section for vessels, machinery, vehicles and firearms; and the
Fourth Section for aircraft."z The Second Importation Section
handles the procurement of equipment and services received for
value paid (FMS sales) under the U.S.-Japan Mutual Defense
Assistance Agreement," and the First Importation Section
concludes contracts and handles cost accounting regarding other
equipment and services imported."n
B. The Japanese Military Procurement Process in Operation
1. In General
Most demands for military procurement begin with the relevant
staff sections of the defense department in the general staffs of
each self-defense force. These sections formulate procurement
requirements on their own initiative in accordance with general
planning for future operations. It is then the responsibility of the
staff in each of the equipment departments to render concrete the
115. DAOO art. 196.
116. DAOO art. 197.
117. DAOO art. 198.
118. DAOO art. 199.
119. DAOO aL 202.
120. DAOO art. 203.
121. DAOO art. 204.
122. DAOO art. 205.
123. DAOO art. 206.
124. DAOO art. 201.
125. DAOO art. 200.
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wishes of the personnel of the respective defense departments. The
officers of the defense departments have been described as the
dreamers and those of the equipment departments as the realists in
the process of deciding to procure a particular item of equipment.
The attitude of these planners will be affected at times by
information from the various specialized schools of the three self-
defense forces and the First Technology Section of the Technology
Research Headquarters which prepares studies on developments
abroad.126 Furthermore, whenever various alternatives exist from
which a selection must be made, the matter will usually be referred
to the Technology Research Headquarters for evaluation. A report
of its opinion will be returned to the competent staff section which
will then reach a definite conclusion recommending how to
proceed. If this conclusion impacts more than one SDF, a final
definite determination will be recommended at the appropriate JDA
staff section level taking into account the overall national interest.
Once a definite decision is made to procure a particular good
or service, a formal procurement request is passed on to the
Procurement Enforcement Headquarters for negotiation of a
contract. 27 The Director of the Financial Control Bureau of JDA
is also authorized to directly procure minor items that cost not
more than Y1.5 million each and other items in cases of
emergency."2 Table I shows the sources of all formal
procurement requests made to the Procurement Enforcement
Headquarters in 1989.
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126. DAOO art. 166(i).
127. DAEL art. 21(2); PROCUREMENT INSTRUCnON art. 3, Sep. sch.
128. PROCUREMENT INSTRUCnON arts. 4-5.
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TABLE I
SOURCES OF REQUESTS FOR PROCUREMENT IN 1989
(In Billion Yen)
SouRce. 1991 J3rnnr S6Bi NEwN (Self-Defense Force Equipment Annual) 522 (Ch~un
Shimbunsha ed. 1990) [hereinafter referred to as the SELF-DEFENSE FORCE EQUIPm ANNUAL].
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NUMBU OF CASES
Agcy Numbe per Amount Percentage
DA ntemal Burea 29 0.27 0.23 0.02
Defense University 104 0.97 0.55 0.04
Deense Medical College 90 0.84 1.03 0.07
GSDF General Staff 3,894 36.09 381.39 25A3
MSDF General Staff 3,334 31.06 512.39 34.16
ASDF General Staff 3,125 29.12 506.61 33.74
Technology Research
Headquartes 177 1.65 98.35 6.56
TOTALS 10,733 100.0 1,500.03 100.0
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A glance at Table II ranks Japan in sixth place among the
nations of the world in military expenditures. They amounted to
U.S. $15.3 billion in 1985, not an insignificant figure. However,
compared with the U.S. figures, 27.1% of the national budget and
6.4% of GNP in that same year, Japan's percentages, 6.6% of the
national budget and 1.0% of GNP, were very low indeed. Actually,
Japan had the lowest percentages for all but one of the top twenty
countries surveyed. In the future, if Japan comes under strong
pressure to change its national defense policy and expand its
military forces, it would be extremely easy for it to significantly
increase its military expenditures.
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TABLE II
JAPAN'S RANK iN 1985 MALrrARY EXPENDInu
(In Millions of US Dollars)
SOURCE B6Em NENKAN (Defense Annual) 438 (Bei Nenkan Hank6 Kai (Defense Annual Publishing
Society) ed. 1990) [hereinafter referred to as the DEFE~sE ANNUAL].
Military Expenditure Percentage of Percentage of
Expenditu-e in Per Government Gross National
Rank Country U.S. Dollars Person Expenditures Product
1 USSR Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
2 USA $260,268 $1,061 27.1% 6.4%
3 UK 22,637 402 10.9 4.7
4 France 21,903 395 18.7 4.0
5 West Germany 20,870 343 22.6 3.0
6 Japan 15,298 125 6.6 1.0
7 Saudi Arabia 14,444 1,103 36.0 22.7
8 Italy 11,178 194 5.4 2.4
9 India 8,247 10 27.6 3.8
10 Canada 7,985 307 9.8 2.1
11 East Germany 7,256 437 7.4 8.0
12 Iraq 7,051 433 Unknown 26.8
13 South Korea 6,309 147 32.5 5.7
14 China 5,283 5 7.7 1.9
15 Australia 4,221 254 9.3 2.7
16 Czechoslovakia 4,182 267 7.6 4.9
17 Spain 4,181 107 9.5 2.4
18 Netherlands 4,014 274 9.1 3.1
19 Taiwan 3,961 192 39.6 6.3
20 North Korea 3,943 182 12.3 9.3
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Table II reports on the principal areas in which Japan
concentrated its military expenditure for products in 1989. It is not
surprising that aircraft, weapons, and communications head the list.
TABLE HI
Percentages of Types of Products Procured by the Japanese
Defense Agency in 1989
Monetary Percentage of All
Amount Products
Product (In Billion Yen) Procured
Aircraft 360.7 24.05
Communications 257.4 17.16
Guided Weapons 253.2 16.88
Prototypes 95.7 6.38
Vessels 91.5 6.1
Foreign Military Sales 89.6 5.97
(FMS) From US
Shell Explosives 92.2 6.14
General Imports 62.1 4.14
Vehicles 59.4 3.96
Weapons 43.9 2.93
Fuel 40.5 2.7
Supplies 22.6 1.51
Machinery 20.0 1.33
Textiles 11.3 0.75
TOTALS 1,500.00 100.0%
SouRCEc SEL--DEF NsE FORCE EQUIPMENT ANNuAL 516.
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2. JDA Procurement Planning
Japanese military procurement is tied to long-term plans
prepared by the three self-defense forces." 9 While these plans are
secret, a judicious review of publications will usually reveal the
thrust of JDA's interest. However, all such planning must be
understood in light of the legal status of the Japanese military.
Historically, the SDF has been subject to constraints that are
not normally faced by the armed forces of other developed nations.
Most important by far is article 9 in the postwar Constitution,
adopted during the American occupation, which declares:
Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on
justice and order, the Japanese people forever renounce war
as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of
force as a means of settling international disputes.
In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding
paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war
potential, will never be maintained. The right of
belligerency of the state will not be recognized.
This provision continues to cast a shadow over the legality of
the SDF. The question has yet to be clearly resolved by the
Japanese courts who have the power to rule on issues of
constitutionality. The position of the government has been that
Japan has an inherent right of self-defense, this right is not
removed by article 9 and that the present structure of the SDF does
not violate this right.13 The view that Japan has an inherent right
of self-defense not prohibited by article 9 was recognized by the
Supreme Court in the Sunakawa Case13 1 in connection with the
129. See Instruction Concerning the Preparation, Etc. of Various Defense Plans, Defense
Agency Instruction No. 8 of 1977 [hereinafter referred to as the PLANS INSTRUCTION].
130. See the series ofmany opinions expressed by senior members of the Japanese Government
from 1954 through 1982 published as "uniform interpretation" contained in the B6M HANDBOOK
(Defense Handbook) 409-473 (Chun Shimbunsha ed. 1991)[hereinafter referred to as the B6m
HANDBOOK].
131. Japan v. Sakata, Supreme Court, Grand Bench, Dec. 16,1959, 13 SAi-HAN KmsHi0 3225,
4 JAPANEsE ANN. INr'L L 103 (1960)(English translation).
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collateral issue of the legality of the operations of the U.S. Security
Forces in Japan, but the legality of the Self-Defense Force itself
has never been squarely faced.
This situation has required Japan to emphasize the civilian
control of its armed forces and their defensive role. Officers and
personnel of the Self-Defense Force are governed by the same
principles of law as other (civilian) Japanese government officials.
Military procurement law is subject to the same fundamental rules
as all government procurement.132 The Self-Defense Force refuses
to purchase weapons which are regarded as having primarily an
offensive rather than a defensive role. Thus, while Japan developed
nuclear-powered surface vessels some years ago (no longer
operating), it has not developed any nuclear submarines. Nor does
the Maritime Self-Defense Force possess any aircraft carriers.
Vessels of this sort are seen to be essentially offensive in character.
The main surface ships of the line are limited to the smaller escort
vessels. Similarly, the government announced some years ago that
it had decided not to purchase the F-16 aircraft, despite its use in
NATO and Korea, but rather to acquire the F-15 because the
former provided too much of an offensive capability.
Japan's Basic Policy for National Defense was pronounced to
be as follows by the National Defense Council and the Cabinet on
May 20, 1957:133
The objective of national defense is to prevent direct
and indirect aggression, but once invaded, to repel such
aggression, thereby preserving the independence and peace
of Japan founded upon democratic principles.
To achieve this object, the Government of Japan hereby
establishes the following principles:
132. See Part H below.
133. B6m HANDBOOK 15.
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1. To support the activities of the United Nations, and
promote international cooperation, thereby contributing
to the realization of world peace.
2. To promote public welfare and enhance the people's
love for the country, thereby establishing the sound
basis essential to Japan's security.
3. To develop progressively the effective defense
capabilities necessary for self-defense, with regard to
the nation's resources and the prevailing domestic
situation.
4. To deal with external aggression on the basis of the
Japan-U.S. security arrangements, pending the effective
functioning of the United Nations in the future in
deterring and repelling such aggression.
Later, on October 29, 1976, the National Defense Council and
the Cabinet adopted an Outline of a National Defense Plan"'
which lays down the broad parameters of current Japanese defense
planning. Accordingly, Japan undertook a number of plans for
strengthening its forces. The most recent one has been the Mid-
Term Defensive Strength Improvement Plan originally adopted on
September 18, 1985 and extended on December 20, 1990 by the
National Defense Council and the Cabinet covering the period 1986
through 1995.135 The 1991 JDA Operations Plan emphasized the
following broad points under this Mid-Term Plan:13 6
134. B6EI HANDBOOK 16; published in English as the "National Defense Program Outline"
in DEFENSE OF JAPAN 1990, at 247 (Japan Times ed. 1990).
135. B6M HANDBOOK 67-71, 79-83; partially translated'into English in DEFENSE OF JAPAN
1990, at 281.
136. 1991 JIErrA S6Bi NENIKAN (Self-Defense Force Equipment Annual) 498 (Ch6un
Shimbunsha ed. 1990) [hereinafter referred to as the SELF DEFENsE FORCE EQUIPMENT ANNUAL].
See also PLANS INSTRUCON arts. 12-15.
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1. The SDF will take care to fill out the defensive power it
has adopted in order to strike a balance between front and
rear areas.
2. The SDF will renew and modernize its various defensive
functions based upon bringing about an increase in quality
attained in conformity with the direction being pursued by
technical standards in foreign countries.
3. The SDF will perfect that data which forms the basis for a
show of defensive strength, its capacity for various forms
of support in command communications, etc. and its
training and education structure.
4. The SDF will promote various policies to improve the
treatment of its members in order to be able to retain
superior personnel and build morale.
5. In conjunction with the above, the SDF will take into
account (1) renewal and modernization of front area
equipment, (2) perfecting the intelligence function and
command communications, (3) perfecting policies for use
of personnel, (4) perfecting research and development, (5)
reorganization and guarantying retention of essential
personnel, and (6) handling sanitation and disaster relief.
In accordance with these broad principles, the 1991 Operations
Plan seeks to procure weapons to modernize the GSDF division by
increasing its antitank capability and providing modem heavy
artillery, armored personnel carriers, surface to air missiles and new
forms of helicopters. The emphasis in the MSDF has been on
increased antisubmarine, anti-mine and air capacity through various
forms of new equipment, vessels and aircraft. The ASDF has
placed its emphasis in new equipment on increasing its defensive
and air transport capabilities by acquiring, in particular, additional
aircraft and guided missiles. Table IV lists the principal items of
equipment acquired pursuant to an earlier Operations Plan and it
459
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is expected that the same sort of items will continue to be acquired
into the immediate future since these items are clearly designed to
meet the considerations of the 1991 plan.
3. The Role of Japanese Domestic Suppliers
The Japanese government has striven mightily since the 1960s
to increase the percentage of weapons acquired from domestic
sources. A glance at Table V reveals that, in fiscal year 1988,
91.3% of all military procurement expenditures went to such
domestic sources. Accordingly, a small group of Japanese
companies involved in the manufacture of military products has
developed a special relationship with the Defense Agency. It is a
common practice for the Technology Research Headquarters to be
charged with the development of new technology and for it to work
closely with these Japanese companies in doing so. The top ten
primary Japanese contractors in 1989 and the total amount
contracted with each will be found in Table VI. When foreign
weapons or technology are desired, it has been the traditional
function of Japanese companies such as these to go abroad and find
them.
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TABLE V
RECORD OF POSTWAR JAPANME MILITARY PROCUREMENT
BY SOURCE AND AMOUNT
(In Million Yen)
SOURCE. DEFENSE ANNUAL 488-90.
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FOREIGN GRATUITOUS
DOMESTIC GENERAL ASSISTANCE FOREIGN
YEAR PROCUREMENT IMPORTS FOR VALUE ASSISTANCE TOTAL
(uS FMS) (US MAP)
Monetsy % of Monetary % of Monetary % of Monetary % of
Amount Total Amount Total Amount Total Amount Total
1950-61 590,681 50.6 26,648 2.3 25,319 2.2 523,437 44.9 1,166,085
1962 97,521 75.2 7,645 5.8 4,068 3.3 20,397 15.7 129,631
1963 93,058 74.3 7,005 5.7 16,161 12.9 8,966 7.1 125,1901964 112,027 85.4 7,007 5.3 6,024 4.5 8,158 4.8 133,2161965 135,913 87.2 8,158 5.2 6,483 4.1 6,281 3.8 156,835
1966 139,616 85.4 12,582 7.7 5,467 3.3 5,go 3.6 163,5731967 185,949 90.0 13,080 6.3 6,233 3.0 1,352 0.7 206,614
1968 242,404 88.3 12,437 4.5 19,449 7.1 142 0.05 274,4921969 270,264 93.1 12,754 4.4 5,385 1.9 1,781 0.6 290,1841970 230,774 91.8 15,579 6.2 5,127 2.0 0 0 251,4801971 353,446 93.6 12,352 3.3 11,639 3.1 0 0 377,437
1972 347,653 88.0 35,811 9.0 11,655 3.0 0 0 395,1191973 346,653 91.4 16,443 4.1 18,158 4.5 0 0 404,260
1974 369,659 94.8 15,208 3.3 8,878 1.9 0 0 461,331
1975 437,245 94.8 16,048 3.1 10,725 2.1 0 0 511,3191976 484,546 94.7 16,613 3.0 12,240 2.2 0 0 548,5681977 519,715 93.4 22,161 3.5 19,390 3.1 0 0 626,146
1978 712,581 85.4 20,931 2.5 101,357 12.1 0 0 834,8691979 737,328 85.2 39,365 4.5 88,492 10.2 0 0 865,185
1980 1,050,608 88.5 56,739 4.8 80,144 6.7 0 0 1,187,491
1981 815,780 80.5 60,449 6.0 136,758 13.5 0 0 1,012,9871982 1,242,488 88.6 61,752 4.4 97,766 7.0 0 0 1,402,0061983 1,267,253 90.3 59,828 4.3 75,789 5.4 0 0 1,402,870
1984 1,279,113 90.7 78,713 5.6 52,843 3.7 0 0 1,476,0211985 1,341,732 90.9 63,615 4.3 70,674 4.8 0 0 1,410,6701986 1,407,532 90.8 74,806 4.8 68.5 4.4 0 0 1,550,563
1987 1,478,804 91.0 78,704 4.8 66,960 4.1 0 0 1,624,468
1988 1,620,856 91.3 50,183 2.8 103,515 5.8 0 0 1,774,554
Totals 18,149,201 87.4 902,616 4.3 1,134,924 5.5 576,422 2.8 20,763,164
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Japanese suppliers are organized into a variety of trade
associations which can be important sources of information. Among
the most prominent are:
Nippon Biei Sjbi Kdgyo Kai (Japan Defense Equipment
Industrial Association) with 118 company members.
Nippon Z6sen K5gyo Kai (Japan Shipbuilding Industrial
Association).
Nippon K5ka Uchfi K45gy6 Kai (Japan Aerospace Industrial
Association).
Also important are the Bjei Seisan linkai (Defense Production
Committee) of Keidanren (the Federation of Economic
Organizations), which seeks to make pronouncements on
procurement policy matters, and the B6ei Sdbi Ky6kai (Defense
Equipment Society) which collects information on manufacture and
procurement of military equipment.
4. The Opportunity for Foreign Suppliers in the General
Military Procurement Process
The whole Japanese procurement process has been one by
which the JDA defines a need and seeks to meet it by placing this
task on its Japanese primary contractors who may then seek foreign
assistance. It is not a process designed principally for foreign
defense manufacturers to be able to bring new products to JDA for
sale. Therefore, at first glance Japanese military procurement
opportunities for foreign suppliers seem to be at the mercy of the
primary Japanese contractor and limited solely to what that primary
contractor may be seeking. Yet it is this difficulty which presents
a special opportunity for the alert foreign military supplier, who is
willing to search out Japanese military needs, analyze the
procurement structure and attempt a different approach that puts
pressure on the Japanese primary contractor to deal with the
foreign supplier.
466
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Although domestic Japanese manufacture of a military product
will be required in most cases, foreign technology, skill and the
licensing of industrial property rights (patents and know-how) will
be needed in many instances in order to make the product work.
This presents direct sale opportunities through subcontracting and
foreign licensing of key components. But the foreign supplier
should take care in how he approaches a relationship with a
Japanese primary contractor. It has been the practice of Japanese
companies over the years, not only in the military procurement
field but in all areas in which Japanese government action (e.g.,
approval) is required, to hide behind the language and cultural
barrier and say that only their company has special contacts with
the government and can effectively present the foreign company's
case. Japanese companies frequently use their position as a
middleman as a means to benefit themselves by manipulating the
interests of the Japanese government and the foreign company in
a way which is not beneficial to either one but only serves the
interests of the Japanese company. Thus, the Japanese firm in the
middle may not effectively present the strengths of one foreign
company's product and technology because it has made up its mind
that it can make more money off a competitive product or service
in respect to which it has another connection with a different
foreign c6ncern. However, the first product or service might well
be the preferable one from JDA's standpoint if JDA were to know
all the facts. It is not JDA's purpose to further the economic
advantage of any particular Japanese concern, but rather to obtain
the most suitable product for the SDF. It is quite possible for a
foreign supplier to meet this problem by effectively presenting its
case directly at the proper levels within the DA structure where its
product or service can be evaluated. Under these circumstances
JDA may even bring pressure to bear by unofficial means upon one
of its Japanese suppliers to make a deal with the foreign supplier.
It is important for the foreign company that wishes to try this
approach to be able to identify the Japanese Defense Agency need
and carefully determine the levels and method for making its
contact. Public writing about government military policy and
planning tends to be unusually open in Japan and therefore
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provides a very good source of information. A great deal of
unclassified material can also be gleaned from the "old boy"
network at JDA. Approaching the appropriate level at JDA
effectively requires a knowledge of not only the structure of JDA
(which has been summarized above) and the officials holding its
key posts, but also the use of personnel to represent the foreign
supplier who are respected by JDA and therefore will be able to
gain its attention in regard to what is being presented.
5. Foreign Military Sales (FMS) from the U.S.
Foreign military sales from the United States government
follow a different pattern than Japan's general military procurement
process. In 1988, such sales constituted only 7.3% of JDA's total
procurement, but the figure was still a significant Y99.7 billion.
37
In recent years, some aircraft and parts, the Tartar missile naval
weapons system and the overhaul of the Hawk and Nike missile
systems were purchased through this route. These sales take place
directly between the United States and Japanese governments under
the U.S.-Japan Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement and are
governed principally by U.S. procurement law and rules of practice
rather than Japanese law except where the Japanese government
hires a company to perform a task in connection therewith and
except for the incidental rules of Japanese foreign exchange,
138
trade and customs law. 13
137. A very good account of all the elements causing a steady decline in the importance of
FMS sales by US suppliers and the need for US suppliers to develop a direct sales capability is given
in K.B. MARVEL, Foreign Military Sales: Industry in Peri4 CONTRACT MANAoEMENT 8 (Dec. 1990).
138. See Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law, Law No. 228 of 1949, art. 52 and
Import Trade Control Order, Cabinet Order No. 414 of 1949, art. 20(1) requiring consultation with
and approval of the Minister of International Trade and Industry (MITI) where a different government
agency imports goods into Japan. There is no comparable rule governing contracting for foreign
services.
139. While the importation of FMS goods is exempt from customs duty under the U.SJapan
Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement art. 6, the commander of the Self-Defense Force unit at the
port of arrival in Japan responsible for the receiving U.S. military base is required to file a customs
declaration and take all other actions that am necessary for the clearance of customs. Instruction
Concerning Enforcement of Procurement Pursuant to Assistance for Value, Defense Agency
Instruction No. 18 of 1977, art. 15; Notice Concerning Enforcement of Procurement Pursuant to
Assistance for Value, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Notice No. 2 of 1987, art. 12
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Japanese government purchases take place either through
requests placed on the U.S. government in Washington (central
procurement) or through orders placed locally on the U.S. Mutual
Defense Assistance Office located in Japan (local procurement).
The former is used principally for major systems and their
components and the latter for resupply, parts and backup
services.'40
The significant general conditions imposed by the U.S.
government on FMS sales are (1) interest will be charged and
delivery slowed when payment is not made promptly within the
period set by the U.S. demand for payment (the no-cost-no-profit
principle), (2) title to the procured goods passes normally to the
Japanese government at the first place of shipment (the U.S. supply
depot or manufacturer's plant), (3) inspection and quality control
for the procured goods are imposed in accordance with U.S.
government rather than Japanese government standards, (4)
Japanese payment is made in advance and therefore the contract
price is not fixed and can change later due to various factors, (5)
the time of shipment is uncertain, (6) a cancellation fee will be
charged to Japan should Japan cancel the order unless the procured
goods are ones which the U.S. already has in stock, and (7) the
U.S. government reserves the right to cancel the transaction at any
time prior to delivery of the goods.141
Central procurement for FMS sales begins much the same way
as normal Japanese procurement in that the need for the goods is
identified by a unit of one of the three self-defense forces which
seeks the product through a communication with its general staff.
The competent general staff department then places a formal
request on the Procurement Enforcement Headquarters (PEH)
which passes this request on to the Equipment Bureau of JDA.
From this office the request moves through the North America
Bureau of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Japanese
Embassy in Washington, D.C. to the U.S. Department of Defense
[hereinafter referred to as the Ass TNC FOR VALUE NOTICE].
140. PROCURNT HANDBOOK 149.
141. PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 148.
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(USDOD). If USDOD is able to meet the request, a Letter of Offer
and Acceptance (LOA) (USDOD Form 1513) is signed and issued
and returned to PEH through the Japanese Embassy in Washington
and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Tokyo (with a copy to the
Equipment Bureau JDA). The general staff department concerned
is informed of the LOA and it then issues a procurement request
which is returned to PEH. Consultation takes place between PEH
and the Equipment Bureau JDA regarding importation and PEH is
notified of JDA authorization. The LOA is signed by an officer
responsible for the act of bearing payment and this action creates
a contract between the Japanese and U.S. governments. The
acceptance of the LOA is returned by the same channels ultimately
to USDOD. As payments become due under the contract, they are
first approved by the Import Section of PEH in response to Interim
Billing Statements and a Final Billing Statement issued by the U.S.
authorities and then made by the Accounting Section of PEH from
the account in the Toranomon Branch of the Dai-ichi Kangyo Bank
(DKB) through the Bank of Japan, the head office of the Bank of
Tokyo and the New York branch office of the Bank of Tokyo to
the Security Assistance Accounting Center (SAAC) of the U.S.
government. 142
Shipments involving explosives and U.S. classified (secret)
goods are made through U.S. Forces in Japan (Ports of Tokyo-
Yokohama, Yokosuka, Kure and Sasebo, and Yokota Air Base) and
all other shipments through transportation companies selected by
the Japanese government which arrange for pickup at the U.S.
shipment point. Most of the major Japanese shipping companies
handling this work have placed experienced personnel in San
Francisco to oversee the process; they in turn rent local warehouse
space and hire local freight forwarders as subcontractors to
consolidate the shipments (if necessary) and arrange shipment
details. 143
470
142. ASSISTANCE FOR VALUE NOTICE arts. 3-9,34,36,37-39; PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 149-
52, 397.
143. ASSISTANCE FOR VALUE NOTICE arts. 10-11; PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 150.
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Since title passes to the Japanese government at the U.S.
delivery point after inspection by the U.S. Forces, there is no
opportunity to reject the goods for defects prior to delivery.
Nevertheless, the goods are later inspected by the Japanese
authorities and they will be held should any of the following
defects be discovered: (1) an insufficiency, a lack of certain items
or an excess amount, (2) damage or deterioration, (3) an item
whose useful life has expired or is close to expiration, (4) different
goods, and (5) unusable (poorly functioning) goods. If the defect
is recognized to have arisen prior to the transfer of title to Japan,
a Report of Discrepancy (ROD) is issued and a claim made for
exchange, repair or monetary compensation. If the defect is
recognized to have occurred after the transfer of title, a claim is
filed against the shipping company or its agent.'"
FMS procurement is handled within the Second Importation
Section of PEH by the personnel in charge of general oversight,
contract materials control and first through seventh procurement
through assistance for value.'45 JDA also has a Defense Attache
and two liaison officers from PEH stationed in the Japanese
Embassy in Washington and one liaison officer from PEH stationed
at a JDA-designated warehouse in San Francisco to assist in the
FMS procurement process.""
Il. AN INTRODUCTION TO JAPANESE
MILITARY PROCUREMENT LAW
A. Classification of Military Procurement Contracts
1. In General
The law of Japanese military procurement is but a branch of
government procurement law and therefore it is governed by
144. ASSISTANCE FOR VALUE NOTICE arts. 14-33; PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 152.
145. DAOO art 201; Notice Concerning Internal Organization of the Procurement Enforcement
Headquarters, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Notice No. 18 of 1958, art 14-2.
146. PROCUREmENT HANDBOOK 152.
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Chapter IV on Contracts in the Accounting Law.147 It is also
subject to the Agreement on Government Procurement,14 adopted
as one of the codes negotiated at the GATT 49 Tokyo Round, 150
insofar as it involves contracts not affecting national security and
certain other minor exclusions, 151 although only a very small
portion of the procurement contracts of the Japanese Defense
Agency so qualify.
Government procurement contracts are governed by the rules of
the Civil 152 and Commercial Codes15 ' and may be either one of
the various forms of nominative (named) contracts 54 or an
innominate (unnamed) contract with no special prescribed structure
set by private law beyond the requirements of general contract
law. 155
2. Classification by the Form of Contract
Government procurement law divides contracts by "form"
(ho5shika) into the three categories of "generally competitive
contracts" (ippan kytsd keiyaku), "nominated competitive
contracts" (shimei kyosW keiyaku) and "freely selected contracts"
(zuii keiyaku). Under a generally competitive contract, the state
advertises widely for bids to all persons who meet certain specified
147. Law No. 35 of 1947 [hereinafter referred to as AL].
148. April 12, 1979, Treaty No. 14 of 1980, 34 U.S.T. 115145, T.I.A.S. No. 10403, 1235
U.N.T.S. 258 [hereinafter referred to as the AGREEmrtT].
149. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, opened for signature Oct. 30, 1947,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Notification No. 99 of 1955, 61 Stat. A3, A7, T.I.A.S. No. 1700, 55
U.N.T.S. 187.
150. The series of discussions and negotiations following the Kennedy Round which were
concluded by approval at the 35th Session of the GATT Contracting Parties in November 1979.
151. Discussed below in section ]LA.2.
152. CIVIL CODE, Law No. 89 of 1896 and Law No. 9 of 1898 [hereinafter referred to as CC].
153. COMMERCIAL CnE, Law No. 48 of 1899 [hereinafter referred to as COM.C.].
154. CC arts. 555-696; CoM.C. arts. 524-683. Nominate contracts are a concept derived from
Roman law. Gifts, sales, barter, loans for consumption, loans for use, lease, employment, contracts
for work, mandate, deposit (bailment), partnership, lifetime annuities and compromise so qualify
under the CIVIL CODE and sales, cross settlement of accounts, transportation, transportation
forwarding, deposit and insurance under the COMMERCIAL CODE.
155. Le. "offer" and "acceptance." Japanese contract law does not require "'consideration"
or "cause.- See CC arts. 521-54.
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qualifications and then selects whichever qualified bidder provides
the most favorable terms.156 In the case of a nominated
competitive contract, the state authorizes only certain specifically
named persons as qualified to bid on the basis of such factors as
their assets and credit, notifies and seeks bids from these named
persons and then selects the most favorable bid. 157 Freely selected
contracts are noncompetitive in nature and do not involve bids.
Instead the state negotiates and concludes a contract with one or
more specified parties which it has selected. 15
The Accounting Law specifies that the government should use
generally competitive contracts except where the law expressly
authorizes the contrary.159 The statute directs that nominated
competitive contracts are to be employed whenever it is
unnecessary to use a generally competitive contract because only
a few persons are able to participate in the competition due to the
nature or purpose of the agreement or it would be disadvantageous
to the government to permit general competition."6 There
normally should be at least ten nominated parties 6' and an effort
should be made not to select the same persons all the time.'62
Freely selected contracts will be used when (1) the nature or
purpose of the contract does not permit competition, (2)
competition is not possible due to the exigencies of an emergency,
or (3) it is disadvantageous to the government to engage in
competition of any sort. 63 Moreover, the government may elect
to adopt either a nominated competitive contract or a freely
selected contract if the anticipated contract price is low or a
Cabinet Order permits an exception.' The Cabinet has
156. AL art. 29-3(1); Determination of the Budget and Accounting Order, Imperial Order No.
165 of 1947, arts. 70-73 [hereinafter referred to as the BuDoET DErEmNATION ORDER].
157. AL art. 29-3(3), (5); BUDGET DETERMNATION ORDER, arts. 75-98.
158. AL art. 29-3(4); BuDGET DETERMINATION ORDER, arts. 99 to 99-6.
159. AL art. 29-3(1).
160. AL art. 29-3(3).
161. BUDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art. 97; Detailed Regulations for Handling Contract
Affairs Under the Competence of the Cabinet and the Prime Minister's Office, Prime Minister's
Office Instruction No. 2 of 1964, art. 41(1) [hereinafter PRIAE MINIsTER CONTRACr REGULATIONS].
162. PMO CoNTRAcr AFFAius REGULATONS art. 41(3).
163. AL art. 29-3(4).
164. AL art. 29-3(5).
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determined that nominated competitive contracts may be used (1)
for construction or manufacturing when the anticipated price does
not exceed Y5 million, (2) for the purchase of property when the
anticipated price does not exceed Y3 million, (3) for the rental of
a thing from another party when the anticipated annual or total rent
does not exceed Y1.6 million, (4) for the sale of a thing when the
anticipated price does not exceed Y1 million, (5) for the lease of a
thing to another party when the anticipated annual or total rent
does not exceed Y500,000, (6) for contracts-other than those for
manufacturing or construction work, the sale of property and the
lease of a thing-when the anticipated price does not exceed Y2
million, or (7) for any case where a freely selected contract may be
chosen."6 More than a score of items have been prescribed by
the Cabinet as eligible for freely selected contracts. Those
significant items, from the standpoint of military procurement law,
are (1) contracts needed to preserve the secrecy of an act of the
state; (2) construction and manufacturing contracts when the
anticipated price does not exceed Y2.5 million; (3) a purchase of
property when the anticipated price does not exceed YI.6 million;
(4) rental of a thing from another party when the anticipated annual
or total rent does not exceed Y800,000; (5) sale of a thing when the
anticipated price does not exceed Y500,000; (6) lease of a thing to
another party when the anticipated annual or total rent does not
exceed Y300,000; (7) contracts-other than those for manufacturing
and construction work, the sale of property and the lease of a
thing-when the anticipated price does not exceed Yl million; (8)
all contracts for transportation and storage; and (9) all contracts
with a foreign state."
The Agreement on Government Procurement [hereinafter
referred to as the Agreement] applies generally to (1) the
procurement of software programs167 having a value of at least
165. BuDoa DErERMINAION ORDER art. 94.
166. BuDaEr DETERmiNATION ORDER art 99. United States FMS contracts come within this
provision.
167. Cabinet Order Prescribing Special Cases of the Procurement Procedure of National Goods,
Etc, Cabinet Order No. 300 of 1980, art. 2(1) [hereinafter Sr 'ciAL CASES CABINE ORDER];
Copyright Law, Law No. 48 of 1970, art. 2(1)(x) (defining software "programs").
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130,000 Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) and (2) other procurement
contracts at a price of at least 150,000 SDRs 68 for all goods"s
and for those services tied up with goods, where the value of the
services portion is 50% or less the total value of the package.
1 71
However, other service agreements; contracts to protect Japan's
essential security interests that relate to the procurement of arms,
ammunition, war materials and other things or matters
indispensable to national security or for national defense
purposes;' 7' and goods initially acquired to be reassigned for
value (including following their processing or repair) or to be used
as raw materials for manufactured goods 72 are all excluded.
Consequently, the types of military procured goods subject to the
Agreement are quite limited indeed. Annex I lists only fifty-five
categories of goods procurable by the JDA, such as paint, tractors,
rope and medical products, which Japan acknowledges to be
subject to the Agreement provided that the government has not
separately determined that these items are connected with national
security.
The Agreement describes generally competitive contracts as
agreements subject to open tendering procedures, nominated
competitive contracts as agreements subject to selective tendering
procedures, and freely selected contracts as agreements subject to
"single tendering procedures."' 73  The Japanese government
refers to all such contracts covered by the Agreement as "specified
procurement contracts" (tokutei chttatsu keiyaku).'74  The
Agreement lays down prescribed standards for open and selective
168. AGREEMENT art. I(l)(b); Amount Prescribed by the Minister of Finance Pursuant to the
Cabinet Order Prescribing Special Cases of the Procurement Procedure of National Goods, Ministry
of Finance Notification No. 131 of 1980.
169. SPECLAL CASES CABINET ORDEn art. 2 uses the term "goods, etc." for things subject to
the AGREEMENT. This term is defimed to mean all movables (defined in CC art. 86(2)-(3)) other than
cash and valuable securities.
170. AGREEMENT art. I(l)(a); SpEIAL CASES CABINET ORDER art. 2(1).
171. AGREEMENT art. VIII(I); SPECIAL CASES CABINr ORDER art. 2(l)(u).
172. SPECIAL CAsES CABINET ORDER art. 2(1)Ci).
173. AGREEMENT art. V(1).
174. SPECIAL CASES CABINET ORDER art. 3(1); Ministerial Order Prescribing Special Cases of
the Procurement Procedure of National Goods, Etc., Ministry of Finance Order No. 45 of 1980, art.
2(v) [hereinafter referred to as the SPECIAL CASES MINISTERIAL ORDER].
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tendering procedures'75 and limits single tendering procedures to
those cases where a proper open or selective tender is lacking, no
reasonable alternative exists (as with works of art or industrial
property rights), the product could not be obtained in time by
means of an open or selective tender due to extreme urgency
brought about by unforeseeable events, additional replacement parts
or the furnishing of supplies is sought from an original supplier,
and a prototype or first product is developed for research,
experiment, study or original development. 176 The responsible
contracting officer or officer responsible for the act of bearing
payment' 77 (together called the "responsible contracting officer,
etc.") 178 in a government entity engaged in single tendering must
prepare and keep on file a report in writing on each contract
awarded which contains the name of the purchasing entity, the
content of the contract including the value and kind of goods
purchased, the country of origin and a statement of the conditions
which justified the single tendering procedure. 7 9 Japan has also
seen fit to impose a similar requirement for open and selectively
tendered contracts. Here the report to be preserved by the
responsible contracting officer, etc. must contain the names of the
bidders, persons present at the opening of bids, the price offered by
the bidders, the name of the successful bidder, the amount of the
successful bid, the reasons for selecting the successful bidder, the
content and reasons why a void bid was held void, the content of
any notice issued as to not being able to complete review of bidder
eligibility before the opening of bids, and other matters believed
necessary to be recorded."'
Notwithstanding the above principles directing a government
policy of preference for the use of generally competitive contracts,
current Japanese military procurement practice overwhelmingly
175. Aos~mam art. V(2)-(14).
176. AoRGmAEN ar. V(15); SPECIAL CASES CABUmEr ORDER art. 11.
177. AL arts. 13, 29, 29-2-29-3; BUDGET DETERmINATlON ORDER art. 68; SPECIAL CASES
MINISM IAL ORDER art. 2(fi).
178. AL art. 29-3.
179. AREM uT art. V(16); SPECIAL CASES MSTERIAL ORDER art. 9.
180. SPECIAL CASES MISTERIAL ORDER art. 8.
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makes use of freely selected contracts (single tendering
procedures). See Table VII which shows the strong preference for
freely selected contracts from 1980 to 1988. The following reasons
are said to militate that only specific suppliers selected by the JDA
be considered: (1) JDA imposes numerous complicated provisions
in its specifications requiring a high level of technical experience
possessed by only a few, (2) imported goods are usually restricted
by contract to a single exclusive Japanese agent or enterprise, (3)
many items are subject to the Weapons Etc. Manufacturing
Law,'8 ' Aircraft Manufacturing Business Law' 2  and the
Munitions Control Law..3 under which permitted manufacturers
are restricted,' (4) many items to be produced in Japan are
manufactured under exclusive technical assistance agreements with
foreign enterprises and (5) licenses of patent rights are often
required.18 5
181. Law No. 145 of 1953.
182. Law No. 237 of 1952.
183. Law No. 149 of 1950.
184. Weapons Manufacturing Law arts. 3-5; Aircraft Manufacturing Business Law arts. 2-2-2-6;
Munitions Control Law arts. 3-8.
185. CHOHON CHOTATSu Tmia (Procurement Headquarters Procurement Handbook) 40-41
(B6Ei S6BI KY6KAi (Defense Equipment Society) rev. ed. 1989) [hereinafter referred to as the
PROCURMAENT HANDBOOK].
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TABLE VI
ToP TEN COMPANIES CONTRACTING WITH THE PROCUREMENT
ENFORCEMENT HEADQUARTERS IN 1990
SouRcE. SEmF-DmmsE FoRcE EQuaPMw ANNUAL 520.
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AMOUNT OF
COMPANY CONTRACTS MAJOR ITEMS(In Billion Yen)
Mitsublshi Heavy Patriot missilles, F-15, Type 88 surface to ship
Industies, td. 440.8 guided missiles, SH-60J helicopters, next generation
1 ~ '~ fighter support aircraft (phase 1), Type 90 tanks,
escort ships and submarines
Kawasaki Heavy P-3C and T-4 aircraft CH-47J helicopters and new2 Industries, Ld. 146.5 anti-boat and anti-tank guided missiles
Mitsubishi Electric Radar sets, improved Hawks, AIM 7M missiles and
3 Corporation 100.3 fixed warning and control radar
4 hUkwajima-H 78.6 Engines used by the F-IS and P-3C aircraft andHeavy Industries Co., SH-60J helicopters
Ltd.
Type 81 short-range surface to air missiles, Improved5 Toshiba Corporation 59.9 short-range SAM and a device for controlling the
importation and dispatch of tactical data
6 NEC Corporation 54.5 Sound signal handling devices, sonar and a Tow
missile sub-system
The Japan Steel Works, 34.8 FH70 155mm howitzers and tumets for Type 877 Ltd. self-propelled anti-aircraft machine cannons
8 Komatsu L 224 155mm howitzer shells and Type 87 reconnaissance
and warning vehicles
Fuji Heavy Industries 21.6 AH-1S and HU-1H helicopters and T-5 aircraft
Ltd.
10 Hitachi Ltd. 20.1 Ant-mtn tactical trainng devices and
and-submate data handling
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TABLE VII
MILITARY PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS CONCLUDED BY THE
JAPANEsE AGENCY CLASSIFIED BY THE FoRM OF CONTRACT
(1980- 1988)
Yer Number of FORM OF CONTRACT ToWasCameand
MrCWy y Ncoited Frely
Amount (In Ccrpt -v Cmetiive Selected
Bhnllou Y) Contracts Ccict Co s
Number 168 Cses 5989 cues 3,834 Cam 9,991 Caemi (1.68%) (59.94%) (38.37%) (100%)
1980
1.4 141.1 811.5 93.9
(0.14) (14.79) (85.07) (100)
165 5,095 3,778 9,038
(1.83) (56.37) (41.8) (100)1981_l _ _
Amout 1.3 142.7 614.9 758.9(0.17) (18.8) (81.03) (100)
152 5,163 4,143 9,458
Number (1.61) (5439) (43.8) (100.)
1982
Amount 1.2 174.1 953.1 1,128.3(0.11) (15.42) (84.47) (100)
162 5,407 4,033 9,602
Number (1.69) (56.31) (42.0) (100)
1983
15 168.5 940.8 1,110.8
Amount (0.13) (15.17) (84.7) (100)
159 5,035 3,735 8,929
Number (1.78) (56.39) (41.73) (100)
1984 _ _
Amount 13 146.0 956.2 1,103.4(0.11) (13.23) (86.66) (100)
150 5,285 3,938 9,373
98 (1.6) (56.39) (47.01) (100)
1.3 165.1 985.2 1,151.6
(0.12) (14.33) (85.55) (100)
162 5,696 4,122 9,980
(1.62) (57.08) (41.3) (100)1986 _______ _______ ______ ______
1.6 166.6 1,0312 1,199.4(0.13) (13.89) (85.98) (100)
202 5.984 4,178 IOs3
Number (1.95) (57.74) (40.31) (100)
Amount 2.7 184.7 1,064.6 1,271.9
(021) (14.52) (8527) (100)
314 6,112 4,292 10,718
Number 2.93) (57.03) (40.04) (100)
1988
Amount 3.5 212.6 1,1813 1,3973
1 1 (025) (1521) (S454) (100)
SoURCE. DEFENSE ANNUAL 539.
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3. Classification by the Method of Contract
The Procurement Enforcement Headquarters (PEH) classifies
contracts by their method (keiyaku hrho-) as "fixed contracts"
(kakutei keiyaku), "quasi-fixed contracts" (jun-kakutei keiyaku) and
"estimated contracts" (gaisan keiyaku). 8 6 In a fixed contract, the
exact amount of the consideration to be paid is settled by the terms
of the agreement.187 With a quasi-fixed contract, the general
limits of the price are determined in advance by setting within the
contract the basis which will ultimately objectively fix the contract
price.'88 An estimated contract is an agreement in which the
contract price is to be determined later in accordance with
standards prescribed by the contract.'89
Fixed contracts constitute the norm under the Accounting
Law.1 90 They consist of "general fixed contracts" (ippan kakutei
keiyaku), where the contract price is determined at the time the
agreement is concluded and there is no further change in this price
as long as the terms of the contract remain unaltered, 9 ' and
"contracts with terms for the repayment of excess profits" (chka
rieki henn6 j5ka-tsuki keiyaku), where even though the contract
price is definite an excess profit received by the other party
computed in accordance with special terms in the contract must be
returned to the government.192
Quasi-fixed contracts are divided into the following three
categories: (1) "Contracts with terms for becoming fixed in the
interim" (chfito kakutei j6k5-tsuki keiyaku), where the price is set
at a later date prior to completed performance based on results
during the course of performance because it is difficult to
determine costs in advance due to a lack of sufficient materials and
186. Notice Concerning Contract Affairs, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Notice
(Tasshi) No. 4 of 1988, art. 47(1) [hereinafter referred to as the CONTRACT AFFAIS NOTICE].
187. CoNmACT AFFAiRS NaTcE art. 47(2).
188. CoNmAcr AFFAiRS NOTICE art. 47(3).
189. ComAcr AFFAiRS NOTiE art. 47(4).
190. AL art 29-6; PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 39.
191. ComRAcr AFFAIRS NOnE art. 48(1)(i), (2).
192. CoNmRAcr AFFAIRS NonE art. 48(1)(ii), (3).
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other factors or because there is a serious risk of the other party to
the agreement receiving an unwarranted profit; 93 (2) "contracts
with terms for becoming fixed after performance" (rilW-go kakutei
jdkd-tsuki keiyaku), where the price is set after completed
performance based on results due to such uncertain factors as
insurance, foreign exchange rates, fluctuating elements required for
the making of calculations and risk of unwarranted profit;194 and
(3) other contracts which require special terms. 95
Estimated contracts are called "general estimated contracts"
(ippan gaisan keiyaku) and "contracts with terms for liquidating
the actual cost of particular expense items" (tokutei hinmokujippi
seisan j6ki-tsuki keiyaku). In the former case, the entire price is
determined based on actual cost results arising prior to the
completed performance of the agreement, such as a contract to
purchase petroleum products manufactured and supplied from
outside of Japan. The latter case involves a contract where only
certain specified cost items in the agreement are uncertain and will
be rendered clear later, such as customs duties on goods to be
imported, the price of the food contained in canned goods and
expenses to be borne directly by an importer.196
Another classification by method is that into "total price
contracts" (s5ka keiyaku) and "unit price contracts" (tanka
keiyaku). Total price contracts set an overall total price combining
many separate unit prices for different items covered by the
agreement. Unit price contracts involve a single item for which the
unit price has been specified, but the total price must wait upon
events since the quantity to be acquired is not yet definite. 197
193. CONTRACT AFFAIRS NOTICE art. 49(1)(i), (2).
194. CONTRACT AFFAIRS NOTICE art. 49(lI)(n), (3).
195. PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 42.
196. PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 43.
197. PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 39. See also BUDGEr DETERMINATION ORDER art. 80(1) and
CONTRACT AFFAiRS NOIcE art. 54.
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B. Qualification as a Supplier
Regardless of the form or method of contract employed, all
prospective suppliers who wish to furnish goods or services to the
Japanese military authorities must be formally registered" 8 as
qualified to do so.' Despite the fact that the language of the
government's rules gives the impression that applications for
registration will be accepted annually,2' the present practice of
the Procurement Enforcement Headquarters (PEH) is to accept such
applications only once every two years0 1 at a time specified in
a formal public announcement, posted usually from late January
until the end of February2  in the fiscal year before the April 1st
beginning of the new fiscal year on a bulletin board at the
Headquarters.0 3 Qualification, once recognized, applies to the
new fiscal year and will normally be extended one additional fiscal
year.' 4 The authorized person's name is recorded in a Roll of
Qualified Parties held by the Chief of the General Affairs Section
of PEH.2 °5
198. The formal rides apply only to generally competitive contracts and nominated competitive
contracts. AL art. 29-3(2), (3), (5); BuDGET DETRMuiNATION ORDER arts. 72(3), 95(2). But
pronouncements of the Procurement Enforcement Headquarters make it clear that PEH expects the
parties to freely selected contracts to comply as well except where there is only one contract within
a single fiscal year and the Director of PEH authorizes the exception. Contract Precepts Procurement
Enforcement Headquarters, Pub. No. 2 of 1976, 2.1 (1976) [hereinafter referred to as the Contract
Precepts].
199. AL art. 29-3(2), (3), (5); BUDGET DETERMINATION ORDER arts. 72(1), 72(3), 73, 95(2),
102-3.
200. PMO CoNTRACr AFFAIRS REGULATIONS art. 7(1). BUDGET DEERmiNATION ORDER art.
72(2) says that applications shall be reviewed "periodically" (ted ni), or "as the occasion arises"
(zuyi nO. See also BuDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art. 95(2).
201. PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 43.
202. PMO CONTRACT AFFAiRS REGULATIONS art. 8; Contract Precepts 2.2.
203. Public Finance Law, Law No. 34 of 1947, art. 11. The formal announcement must be
'published" (K6n) in January, but this may be done by posting it on a public bulletin board at the
Procurement Headquarters. BUDGET DETRMINATION ORDER art. 72(4); PMO CoNTRAcT AFFAIRs
REGULATIONS art. 7(1). There is no requirement that it be printed in the Official Gazette (Kampo).
See Notice Concerning Review of Qualification, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Notice No.
I of 1986, art. 3, Annexed Form No. 1 [hereinafter referred to as the Qualification Review Notice].
204. PMO CONTRACT AFFAiRS REGULATIONS art. 11(1).
205. BUDGET DErERMINATION ORDER arts. 72(3), 95(2)-(3); PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS
REGULATIONS arts. 12-13, Annexed Form No. 4; QUALIFICATION REVIEW NOTICE art. 9.
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Formal application for qualification and registration is
submitted to the General Affairs Section on Form No. 1, for
construction and civil engineering companies; on Form No. 2, for
survey and construction consultants; and on Form No. 3, for
manufacturers, purchasers and sellers of goods, furnishers of
services and all other parties.2'
The following documents are to be included on the prescribed
forms0 7 with a Form No. 3 application for manufacturers, etc.,
unless there are special circumstances acceptable to PEH which
justify their omission, such as the applicant being a new business
firm.20
8
1. A summary table describing the scale of the applicant's
business, which gives the actual results attained by the
applicant for the prior two years in the fields in which it
desires to contract with the government, a breakdown of
personnel among technicians, clerical personnel, and
industrial workers, a breakdown of assets and their use, and
an account of the state of the capital of the enterprise.
2. A business history prepared within a year of the application
date or the review base date (January 1st of the year of
application) recording history, business results, and the
location of business offices.
3. A certificate of tax payment for the juridical persons tax
respecting companies (juridical persons) and for the income
tax respecting individuals issued by the Chief of a Tax
Office within one year of either the application date or the
review base date.
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206. PMO CoNTRAcT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS arts. 8(l), 27, Form Nos. 1-3.
207. PMO CONTRACT AFFAiRs REGULATIONS arts. 38, 39, 46, Annexed Form Nos. 9-14.
208. PMO CONTRACT AFFAiRS RE ULATIONS arts. 8, 10, 32, 34, 39, 46; QUALFCATION
REviEw NoTCE art. 4(1); Contract Precepts 2.3.1, 2.11.
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4. A copy of one of the following documents evidencing
status:
a. For company (juridical person) applicants, an extract
copy of the recording of its existence issued by the
competent Legal Affairs Bureau; or
b. for individual applicants, a certificate from the mayor of
the municipality of his or her residence stating that he
or she is not incompetent, quasi-incompetent or a
bankrupt who has not been restored to rights.
5. The following financial statements:
a. A balance sheet, profit-and-loss statement and
computation of the disposition of profit or a regular
company Valuable Securities Report; M and
b. a document giving net capital used in the business and
a statement of receipts and disbursements in the case of
an individual.
6. A stamped, addressed envelope of fixed size to be used for
sending out a notification of the determination of
qualification.
7. Powers of attorney and other documents evidencing
authority to conclude contracts, etc. as an agent when this
power, the power to file the application or the power to bid
have been so conferred.
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209. Securities Exchange Law, Law No. 25 of 1948, art. 2; PMO CoNTRAcr AFFAmS
REGULATIONS art. 35; QUALIICATION REvmw NOTICE art. 4(3); Contract Precepts 2.3.2.
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Other similar attached documents are required for (1)
construction and survey, and (2) construction consultant
applications.210
Review of the application is conducted by the contract sections
of PEH having responsibility for the particular contractual area in
which qualification is being sought.21' The review process is kept
secret."' Normally only a review of documents is involved, but
where necessary the applicant may also be requested to appear and
an inspection of actual sites may be conducted.2 3 Once a
decision is reached, the applicant is sent a formal Determination of
Qualification Notice.21 4 If it is found that the applicant meets one
of the general grounds for disqualification under the Budget
Determination and Accounting Order article 71(1), a Report of
Disqualification to Participate in Competition is prepared and
forwarded to the Prime Minister through the Chief of the General
Affairs Section except when contracts under Y600,000 are
involved.21
5
Qualification involves satisfying both negative and positive
requirements. The following persons are generally disqualified
unless special reasons exist to make an exception:
216
1. Incompetent and quasi-incompetent persons and bankrupts
who have not had their rights restored.
2. A person who intentionally entered a false fact in an
application or a document attached to an application.
210. See PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS arts. 30, 30-3, 39, 46.
211. PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS REOULATIONS art. 9; QUALIFICATION REVIEW NOnCE arts. 5-6.
212. PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS REOULATIONS arts. 23, 27.
213. QUAmIFIcATION REVIEW NOTICE art. 6(2).
214. Regulations for the Handling of Contract Affairs, Ministry of Finance Order No. 52 of
1962, art. 4 [hereinafter referred to as the MOF CONTRACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS]; PMO CONTRACT
AFFAIRS REGULATIONS art. 14, Annexed Form No. 5; QUALCATION REVIEW NOTICE arts. 6, 10,
Annexed Form No. 2; Contract Precepts 2.5.1.
215. BuDGEr DErERMINATION ORDER art. 102; MOP CONTRACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS arts.
24-25; PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS REoULATIONS art. 59.
216. BuDGEr DErERMINATION ORDER arts. 70, 98; PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS
art. 19; Contract Precepts 2.4.1. See AGEEMENT art. V(2)(f).
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3. A special society created to assist small and medium-sized
enterprises to obtain government orders21 7 whose direct or
indirect members come under either 1. or 2. above.
The following persons may also be disqualified at the discretion
of the authorities for two years after the specified act occurred
whenever the act in question was performed by the applicant or his
or its agent, manager or employee:
218
1. Persons who, in the course of the performance of a
contract, have intentionally dealt loosely with construction
work or manufacturing, or who have done an improper act
concerning the quality or quantity of things.
2. Persons who have interfered with the carrying on of fair
competition, or who have collaborated for the purpose of
impairing a fair price or obtaining an improper gain.
3. Persons who have interfered with a successful bidder
concluding a contract or with a contracting party in
performing a contract.
4. Persons who have interfered with the performance of
professional duties by personnel engaged in the execution
of supervision or inspections.
5. Persons who failed to perform a contract without an
appropriate suitable reason.
6. Persons employing another person, who has come under
any one of the above conditions, as an agent, manager, or
217. Law Concerning Assuring Orders for Medium and Small Business Enterprises in Regard
to Government and Public Demand, Law No. 97 of 1966, art. 2(1)(iv).
218. BuDGETr DETERMINATION ORDER arts. 71, 98; PMO CONTACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS
art. 20(1); Contract Precepts 2.4.2.1.
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other employee in the performance of a contract when two
years have not elapsed since the occurrence of this fact.
Moreover, disqualification may be imposed on the following
persons if they are discovered during the review process:
219
1. Persons who have failed to pay the prior year's juridical
persons tax or income tax as of the time the application was
submitted.
2. Persons whose state of assets or credit has become
extremely bad.
3. A society with more than half of its component persons
being societies which are not members of a related society.
4. A society respecting which a joint structure for receiving
orders has not been firmly established in regard to
government and public demand.
5. A society whose unity is weak and which does not have
enthusiastic leaders.
6. A society that has not firmly established an accounting
base.
7. A society whose related members come under category one
or category two above or who otherwise meet any of the
other discretionary grounds for disqualification described
earlier.
During the qualification review process the applicant will be
assigned to a class that will determine the size of the contract in
487
219. PMO CoNmRAcr AmAms REGULAToNs art. 20(2); Contract Precepts 2.4.2.2.
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regard to which he or it will be permitted to participate.? ° These
classes for manufacturing, purchase, sale and service agreements
are as follows:2'
1. Manufacturing Agreements
CLASS ESTIMATED TRANSACTION SIzE
A Y20 million or more.
B Y3 million to under Y20 million.
C Under Y3 million.
2. Purchase, Sale and Service Agreements
CLASS ESTIMATED TRANSACTION SIZE
A ¥10 million or more.
B Y2.5 million to under ¥1O million.
C Under Y2.5 million.
Three different numerical values are added together to produce
a comprehensive value which determines the class assigned. The
amounts of the comprehensive values that act as a threshold to
determine each class have not been made public.f The sums
taken into account are (1) the average volume of goods
manufactured or sold for the prior two years as shown from net
sales in the profit-and-loss statement, (2) the applicant's own
capital plus the value of equipment (except for persons engaged in
220. PMO CONTRACT AFFAiS REGUiATIoNs, supra note 162, arts. 9, 17, 39. Under certain
exceptional circumstances competition will be allowed in a higher or lower category than the assigned
class. Id art. 18.
221. PROCuRtmur HANDBooK 47.
222. PMO CmitACT AFFAms RE uunoNs arts. 29(1), 30-2, 31, 33.
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purchase and sale) as recorded for the immediately prior period
among tangible fixed assets (excluding land and buildings) in the
balance sheet, and (3) the current ratio (also called the "operating
ratio") plus the number of years of doing business. One's "own
capital"' - consists of the total of stated capital, the formal
capital reserve, the profit reserve set aside from surplus and
voluntarily accumulated funds (other capital reserves) plus surplus
or minus loss as recorded in the balance sheet or the computation
of disposition of profit or loss. The current ratio divides current
assets by current liabilities as determined from the balance sheet.
The number of years of doing business are counted from the date
of the establishment of the business to the review base date. A
period of six months or more but less than one year is counted as
one year. An enterprise which has changed its legal form at various
times but is clearly the same enterprise will count from the time of
its original actual establishment. 4
Comparable classes and means of determining numerical values
have also been fixed for construction and civil engineering
businesses" as well as survey and construction consulting
firms."  The numerical values for consulting are very similar to
those for manufacturing, purchase, sale and service.2 7 However,
a much more highly complex system of data and numerical values
has been prescribed in the construction area."
New businesses, which clearly lack the past record of
experience to satisfy several of the above requirements, and
companies which have entered reorganization procedures present
special qualification problems. 9  A Qualification Review
Committee (Shikaku Shinsa Kai) has been established in PE-13
223. Ako shihon in Japanese and Eigenkapital in German.
224. PMO CoNrnAcr AFFAIRS REoULATIONS arts. 31, 33. See also Contract Precepts 2.11.2.
225. PMO CoNT Acr AFPAIRs REGULATIONS art. 29(1).
226. PMO CoNTRACr AFFAiRS REcULATIONS art. 30-2(1).
227. PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS art. 30-2(2).
228. PMO CONTRACr AFFAIRS REGULATIONS arts. 29(2), 39, 46.
229. Company Reorganization Law, Law No. 127 of 1952. This proceeding is very similar to
a Chapter 11 proceeding in the United States.
230. QUALIFICATION REVIEW NOTICE art. 20.
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to consider applications from such entities."1 It is chaired by the
Assistant Director of PEH and the Chiefs of the Audit Office,
General Affairs Section, Accounting Sections and Contract
Sections--twelve persons in all. 2 The review of a new business
may be limited to the situation of its own capital, the number of its
staff members, the state of its equipment, and only such other
necessary matters as are recommended by this committee.233 A
company under reorganization procedure must submit the following
documents with its application in addition to those described above:
(1) A copy of the, written determination to open company
reorganization, (2) its reorganization plan, (3) an inventory of its
property and its balance sheet as of the time that the company
reorganization procedure was opened, (4) its Articles of Association
pursuant to a validation determination, and (5) other relevant
documents evidencing such matters as a change in officers
(directors).
Qualification for specified procurement contracts under the
rules adopted pursuant to the Agreement on Government
Procurement differs from that under the general rules described
above in several aspects. A public announcement for applications
is to be made at least once in each fiscal year in which contracts
are expected. The announcement must be published in the Official
Gazette. 5 Review shall take place as the occasion arises.236
Review conducted respecting applications submitted pursuant to a
public announcement will be done promptly,237 and foreign
applicants are to submit attached documents similar to those
required of Japanese applicants translated into the Japanese
language.238
231. QUALIFICATION REVIEW NOTIcE arts. 7(l), 8(2).
232. QUALIFICATION REVIEW NOTICE art 21.
233. PMO CONTRACr AFFAiRS REGULATIONS art 10.
234. PMO CONiAcr AFFAiRS REaULATIONS art 8(1).
235. AGREEMENT art. VI(1); BUDGEr DErERm(NATION ORDER art 72(4); SPECIAL CASES
CABINET ORDER art 3(2).
236. BUD ET DETERMINATION ORDER art. 72(2); SPECIAL CASES CABINET ORDER art. 3(1).
237. AGRtetENr art. V(2)(d); BUDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art 72(1); SPECIAL CASES
CABINET ORDER art 7(1).
238. QUALMFICATION REVIEW NaicE art 30; Contract Precepts 10.2.2.
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A successful applicant for registration will be entered in the
Roll of Qualified Parties and directly notified of this fact. If the
application is rejected, the applicant will be sent a written notice
regarding not being qualified."M
Any change in the significant data contained in or submitted
with the application must be reported to the General Affairs
Section PEH on Form No. 6. A material change can result in a
change in a person's class or his or its name being stricken from
the Roll." ° A registered party is to be notified of changes in
registration or when his or its name is removed from the Roll.24'
Bidding must be used to select the party to all generally and
nominated- competitive contracts except for sales by auction.
242
The process is a complex one subject to numerous rules which will
only be briefly summarized here. It involves requiring the persons
participating in the competition, who have previously been
informed of the conditions of the contract, to gather together at a
specified time and date (except for bids on specified procurement
contracts which may be made by mail)4 3 and submit a bid on a
prescribed form in which is entered the monetary amount sought.
The government will then select from among these persons the one
who has submitted the bid that is most advantageous to the state.244
239. AGREEMENT arts. V(2)(e), VI(1); MOF CONTRACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS art. 4; PMO
CONTRACT AFFAIRS REGULATIONS art. 14, Attached Form No. 5; QUALIFICATION REVIEW NOTICE
art. 10(1); Contract Precepts 2.5.1.
240. PMO CONTRACr AFFAIRS REGULATIONS arts. 16,21-22; Qualification Review Notice arts.
11-15; Contract Precepts 2.8-2.9.
241. AGREmT art. V(2)(e); PMO CoNTRAcr AFFAmS REGULATIONS arts. 16(2), 21(2),
22(2); QUALIFICATION REVIEW NOTICE arts. 13(4), 16; Contract Precepts 2.8.2, 2.9.3.
242. AL arts. 29-3(1), 29-5(1); BUDGET DE ERMIATI0ON ORDER art. 93.
243. AGREBET art. V(14)(a); SPECIAL CASES CABINET ORDER art. 8.
244. PROCURmmENT HANDBOOK 50.
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Under current Japanese law, the bidding process consists of the
following four steps:us
1. An invitation for the bidder to make an offer.
2. The making of the offer by submitting a bid.
3. Acceptance of an offer by selecting the successful bid.
4. Completion of the requirements to write a contract.
This is a change from the Civil Code rule, which treats the first
step of a government announcement seeking bids as an offer and
the successful bid under the terms of the announcement as an
acceptance creating a contract. 6
A written public announcement of the solicitation of bids for
generally competitive contracts is to be printed in the Official
Gazette in the case of specified procurement contracets247 or to be
posted at PEH in the case of other contracts 248 at least forty days
before the date for accepting bids for specified contracts24 9 and
ten days before this same date for other contracts.20 In case of
urgent need the period for specified contracts may be shortened to
245. AL art. 29-6; BuDoEr DETERMINAION ORDER arts. 80, 84-85, 89, 91, 98.
246. This was formerly the law governing government bids as well until the Accounting Law
was amended by Law No. 236 of 1961 adding article 29-6.
247. AoREB NT art V(2)(a); SPECIAL CAsEs CABDNET ORDER art. 4(2).
248. BuDGr DErERMINAION ORDER art 74; HEADQUARTERs CoNTRACr NOTICe art. 65(1).
249. SPECIAL CASES CABINET ORDER art 4(1); HEADQUARTERS CONTRACT NoncE art. 91(2);
Contract Precepts 10.5.1.
250. BUDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art 74; HEADQUARTERS CoNTRAcr NoTIcE art. 65(2).
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ten days251 and for other contracts to five days.252 The
announcement shall contain the following information:. 3
1. The matter for which a competitive bid is sought.
2. Data concerning the special qualifications required of a
person participating in the competition.
3. Applicable terms of the contract.
4. The time and place where the competition will take place.
5. Data concerning guaranty money.
6. Data concerning an explanatory meeting.
7. Other necessary matters.
An announcement involving specified procurement contracts
shall also add the following:'
8. Where a series of procurement contracts is anticipated, the
name, etc. and quantity of goods, etc. planned to be
procured after procurement under the first contract in the
series.
9. Data concerning the furnishing of a written explanation of
the bidding.
10. The method of determining the successful bidder."5
251. HEAQuARTERs CONTAcr NOTrcE art. 91(2).
252. BuDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art. 74; HEADQuARTEs CoNTiRAcT NOTICE art. 65(2).
253. AL art. 294(1); BuDGEr DETERMNATION ORDER art. 75; Contract Precepts 3.1.1.
254. SPECIA CASES CABINEr ORDER art. 5; Contract Precepts 10.5.1.
255. AL art 29-6.
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11. Data concerning whether or not preparation of a written
contract is required.
12. Data concerning a system of multiple successful bids.
13. Data concerning the language to be used.
In the case of a nominated competitive contract or a freely
selected contract, this information will be forwarded directly to the
prospective other party instead of a public announcement being
made. 6
Two significant points should be kept in mind. First, additional
qualifications for a particular contract may be imposed on the other
party beyond those required of a registered party. If a person
cannot meet these further requirements, he or it may not participate
even though he or it is registered. 7 Second, guaranty money or
equivalent security of 5% or more of the estimated amount of the
contract must be paid by the day prior to the bidding date unless
this condition is waived by the government. 8 A winning bidder
who later fails to enter into a contract must forfeit this money to
the state. 9
A very strict procedure is followed in opening the bids, which
shall be done in the presence of the bidders on the specified
date.2" A number of key points must be checked in advance by
the bidding enforcement officer; such as the name of the bidder; its
representatives; powers of attorney; proper qualification; payment
of the guaranty money;2 61 the claim number, name and quantity
of products; and the time and place of payment for the
products.262 The enforcement officer announces the procurement
request number, the name of the goods and other details. Bids with
256. Contract Precepts 3.1.2.
257. BuDtoGr DETERMINATION ORDER art. 73; Contract Precepts 3.1.4.
258. AL art. 29-4; BuDGET DETERMINATION ORDER arts. 77-78,98; MOF CoNTRACT AFFAIRS
REGULATIONS arts. 5-9; Contract Precepts 3.3.1-33.2, 3.3.4-3.3.7.
259. AL art. 29-7; Contract Precepts 3.3.3.
260. BUDGrr DETERMINATION ORDER art. 81; Contract Precepts 3.4.4(2).
261. HEADQUARTERS CoNTRAcr NOTICE art. 67.
262. Contract Precepts 3.4.2.
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proper entries are placed in the bid box by the participants and the
enforcement officer directs that all private conversation between the
participants shall cease. After all bids have been submitted, the
formal opening of the bids is announced. The enforcement officer
then checks the propriety of the bidding forms and those which are
not proper are declared void with the reason given. Next the names
of the bidders and the amount of each bid (total price or unit price)
are read usually twice in order starting with the lowest bid amount.
The enforcement officer opens an envelope containing the
anticipated price protocol, reads the name and amount bid by the
lowest bidder within the limits of the anticipated price,263
determines the successful bidder and formally declares this
fact.26" If for some reason it is necessary to investigate whether
the lowest bid should constitute the winning bid, it is declared that
a determination will be made and the results notified
separately.26 Where two or more persons bid the same low
amount, it is announced that the selection will be made by lot and
the selection is so made.2" If no bid is successful, the practice is
to call immediately for new bids without a recess.267 If the
process again fails to produce a result, the government will seek to
negotiate a freely selected contract starting in order with the lowest
bidder.2 68 When there are no bidders, no successful bidder or the
successful bidder refuses to conclude a contract, it is also possible
for the government to issue a new public announcement seeking
bids forty days before the date for accepting bids for specified
263. The "anticipated price" is set by the responsible contracting officer, etc. (taking into
account precedents of actual prices in this sort of transaction, the state of demand, ease of
performance, the size of the order and the length of time required for performance) and entered in
the anticipated price protocol AL art. 29-6; BuDOET DETERMNAION ORDER arts. 79 -80; SPECIAL
CASES CABINE ORDER art. 2(2); Notice Concerning the Affairs of Anticipated Price Determination,
Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Notice No. 11 of 1962.
264. CONTRACT AFFAIRS NOTICE art. 70; Contract Precepts 3.4.4(2)(a); PROCURB4ENT
HANDBOOK 55.
265. AL art. 29-6(1); BuDGET DETERmATION ORDER arts. 85-90; MOF CONTRACT AFFAIRS
REGULATIONS art. 10; Contract Precepts 3.4.4(2)(b).
266. BUDGEr DEtERMINATION ORDER art. 83; Contract Precepts 3.5.1(1).
267. BUDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art. 82; Contract Precepts 3.4.4(2)(c).
268. BuDGET DETERMINATION ORDER arts. 99-2-99-3; Contract Precepts 3.6.
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procurement contracts2 and five days before this date for other
contracts.27 °
A bid will be void for the following reasons:
271
1. It is contrary to the conditions of the public announcement
or notice.
2. The bidder was not qualified.
3. The bidder did not provide all or part of the guaranty
money or its equivalent security.
4. Title, quantities and amounts are unclear in the bid
document or a name and seal are lacking.
5. The bid amount has been corrected.
6. Two or more copies of a bid were submitted for the same
contract.
7. The bid was made by a person without a power of
attorney or by a double agent.
8. The bid is for only a unit price when it was announced
that determination of the successful bidder is to be made
from the total price.
9. There was a substitution or change in a bid after its
submission.272
10. A late bid, except when the delay was very slight and was
due to unavoidable circumstances (such as traffic),
269. BUDGEr DErERMiNATION ORDER art. 99-3; SPECIAL CASES CABINET ORDER art. 4(2).
270. BuDGEr DErERMINATION ORDER art. 92; SPECIAL CASES CABINEr ORDER art. 4(1).
271. BuDGET DmRmATION ORDER art 76; Contract Precepts 3.4.3; PROCuREMEN
HANDBOOK 56-57.
272. AL art. 29-5(2).
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concerning which the bidding enforcement officer was
contacted and the enforcement officer had obtained the
understanding of all other bidders.
The following additional reasons will also render void a bid on
a specified procurement contract:273
11. Where a proper written bid, in which has been entered the
name and seal or the signature of an alien, has not been
filed (received when the bid is sent by mail) by the time
limit for receipt of bids specified in the public
announcement, public notification or notice.
12. When it cannot be recognized by the bid opening date that
the bidder will have the same sort of goods or be
qualified in cases where goods of the same sort as those
described are to be purchased or specified qualifications,
etc. must be met.
A few differences exist in the case of nominated competitive
contracts. Normally only persons meeting the following standards
will be nominated:274
1. Persons respecting whom it cannot be perceived that there
are facts indicating a marked worsening in the state of
their business operations, a fall in credit, or that there is
a risk that the contract will not be performed.
2. Persons who have obtained the necessary approval, license
or validation, etc. whenever such an approval, etc. is
required from a government office, etc. under law or
497
273. Concept Precepts 10.7.2.
274. BtDGfErDmrnmNATtoN ORDER art. 96(1); PMO CONTRACr AFFAiRS REGULAflONS arts.
40(1), 46. These standards are to be notified to the Minister of Finance. BUDGET DMMRMINATION
ORDm art. 96(2).
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orders in order to perform the nominated competitive
contract in accordance with its nature or purpose.
3. Persons who possess such experience when a person with
past experience in the performance or supply of the object
of the contract is required.
4. Where, in terms of the time and place of performance
under the contract, it is contractually advantageous (1) to
make use of only persons who are more easily able to
procure and perform in respect to needed raw materials,
labor and other matters, or (2) to make only persons
present in a specified territory subject to the contract,
persons who are so able to procure and perform or who
are present in the said territory.
5. Where, by the nature of the contract, it is necessary to
make use of a person having special technology, tools,
machinery or production facilities, etc., persons who
possess such technology, tools machinery or production
facilities, etc.
6. For contracts for the purchase of goods, etc. to be
imported, persons who possess sales rights or are able to
carry on such transactions with a foreign manufacturing or
sales company in respect to such goods, etc.
7. Persons perceived to possess additional capacity in the
scale of their operations as of the time they are
nominated, taking into account overall such matters as the
state of manufacturing stock on hand, the construction to
be undertaken and the size of the contract.
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8. Persons who can supply certain particular goods when it
is perceived to be necessary to specify ,such goods in
order to properly perform the contract.
2 5
9. Where it is perceived as necessary under the contract to
use goods that will meet the inspection criterion or
normative standards, etc. of a government or similar
agency, persons who are able to use or purchase such
goods.
If a freely selected contract is used, advance estimates will
normally be obtained insofar as possible from two or more
persons.276 Should a specified procurement contract be involved,
a record must be kept of all such contracts stating the content of
the contract and reasons for its use.2 Furthermore, the name of
the successful party selected for a generally or nominated
competitive contract or for a freely selected contract, which is a
specified procurement contract, shall be published in the Official
Gazette within sixty days.278
275. In the case of a specified procurement contract, there may not be any reference to or
requirement of a particular trade mark or name, patent, design or type, specific origin or producer
unless there is no sufficiently precise or intelligible way of describing the procurement requirements
and provided that words such as "or equivalent" are included in the tenders. AGRE 4ENT art. IV(3).
276. BUDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art 99-6. The anticipated price will be determined by
the same means as in the case of a generally or nominated competitive contract. BUDGET
DETERMINATION ORDER arts. 80,99-5. Under certain special circumstances, advance estimates and
the fixing of an anticipated price may be omitted for freely selected contracts. PMO CONTRACT
AFFAIRS REGULATIONS ar. 47-2.
277. AGREEMENT art V(16); SPErAL CASES CABINE ORDER art 9.
278. SPECIAL CASES CABeT ORDER art 13; SpEIAL CASES MiNSTERIAL ORDER art 7-2;
CONTRACT AFFAIRS NOTICE art. 96(2).
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C. Preparation of the Military Procurement Contract
1. In General
Military procurement contracts must, in principle, be in
writing7 9 and be executed by the names and seals or signature
(in the case of aliens) of the parties.28 This written document
shall contain provisions dealing with the following matters:281
1. The purpose of the contract.
2. Matters relating to consideration:
a. Contract amount.
b. Time and method of paying and receiving payment of
the contract price.
3. Matters relating to performance, as follows:
a. Place of performance.
b. Time of performance.
c. Time of confirming or inspecting performance.
4. Supervision and inspection.
5. The contract guaranty money.
279. AL art. 29-8(1); MOF CONTRACTAFFAIRS REGULATIONS arts. 11, 14(1); PMO CONTRACT
AFFAS RE ULATIONS art. 48. A written contract is not required when the amount of a domestic
contract does not exceed YI.5 million, when the amount of a contract made abroad does not exceed
V2 million and in certain other limited cases. BuDGr DEmtRMINATION ORDER art. 100-2. PMO
CONTRACT AFFAMS REGULATIONS art. 49. A written acknowledgement must be prepared for
construction and manufacturing contracts of V500,000 or more. MOP CoNTRAcr AFFA=S
REGULATIONS art. 15; PMO CONTRACT AFFAIRS REaULATIONS art. 50.
280. AL art. 29-8(2); MOF CONTRACT AFFAmS REGULATIONS art. 14(2)-(3). See also MOF
CONTRACr AFFAIRS REGULATIONS art. 12 re the power of the Minister of Finance to fix the form of
government contracts).
281. AL art. 29-8(1); Law Concerning the Prevention of Payment Delay in Government
Contracts, Law No. 256 of 1949, art 4 [hereinafter referred to as the GovEN PAYMENT DELAY
PREVENTON LAW]; BUDGET DETERMINATION ORDER art. 100.
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6. The bearing of risk
7. Liability for defects.
8.. Interest on delayal, liquidated damages, and other
damages for delay or nonperformance concerning
obligations.
9. Settlement of disputes.
The Procurement Headquarters has developed a number of
stipulated standard terms which it requires to be used in its
contracts. These terms are classified as "basic contract terms"
(kihon keiyaku jdko-), "special purpose terms" (tokuyaku jdko-),
"special contract terms" (tokubetsu keiyakujWk-) and "specialized
terms" (tokushu jok-). 2 Basic contract terms set down the
content of those complete contracts which are most commonly used
and form the model."'3 Special purpose terms are not complete
contracts, but rather act as a supplementary rider to basic contract
terms in order to deal with particular situations.284 Special
contract terms provide for complete special contracts not embraced
within the basic contract terms.2 Specialized terms concern
peculiar situations not contemplated by the basic and special
contract terms or by the special purpose terms.2" They are also
used in a supplementary fashion. Basic and special contract terms
are collectively referred to as the type (shurut) of contract.2"
282. CONTRACr AFFAis NOTIcE art. 34.
283. CONTRACr AFFAms NoncE art. 35.
284. CoNTRACr AFFAmS NoncE art. 36.
285. CoNTRACr AFFAias NoTnCE art. 38.
286. CoNTRAcT AFFAms NoTcE art. 37.
287. CONTRAcr AFFAMS NoTIcE art. 82, Sep Form No. 36.
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The following is a list of all stipulated standard terms which
have been published by PEH.
Basic Contract Terms
1. Sales contract terms.
288
2. Manufacturing contract for work terms.
2 9
3. Service contract for work terms. 29°
Special Purpose Terms
a Special Terms Concerning Payment of the Price.
2914. Special terms re prepayment.
5. Special terms re partial payment.2
b. Special Terms Concerning Fixing or Settling, Etc. the
Price.
6. Special terms re interim fixing of the price. 293
7. Special terms re fixing the price after
performance of the contract.29
8. Special terms re fixing the price of specific
expense items.295
288. CoNTRACT AFFAms NoncE art. 35, Sep Form No. 8.
289. CoN'RAcr A'iEtAms NarcE art. 35, Sep Form No. 9.
290. CoNrRAcr APFAn',S NoncE art. 35, Sep Form No. 10.
291. CoNTRAcr AFFAIRtS NOTIcE art. 36, Sep Form No. 11.
292. CNTRACT AFFAiRS NancE art. 36, Sep Form No. 12.
293. CoNTRAcr AFFAiRS NOTIcE art 36, Sep Form No. 13.
294. CoNnRAcr AFFAiRs NOTIcE art. 36, Sep Form No. 14.
295. CoNTRAcr AnAMls NOTicE art. 36, Sep Form No. 15.
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9. Special terms re settling the actual expense
incurred as the price of specific expense
items.296
10. Special terms re the repayment of excess
profits.297
c. Special Terms Concerning Protection, Etc. of Secrets.
11. Special terms re the protection of defense
secrets.
298
12. Special terms re the preservation of serecy.2
d Other terms.
13. Special terms re a cost incentive.3°
14. Special terms re a value analysis proposal. 30'
Special Contract Terms
15. Special terms for experimental research
contracts.
3 2
16. Special terms for consignment of research.0 3
296. CONTRAcr AFFAIRS NOTICE art. 36, Sep Form No. 16.
297. CONTRAcr AFFAIRS NOTICE art. 36, Sep Form No. 17.
298. Notice Concerning the Protection of Defense Secrets, Procurement Enforcement
Headquarters Notice No. 3 of 1969, art. 19, Sep Form Nos. 9-10.
299. Notice Concerning the Preservation of Secrecy, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters
Notice No. 2 of 1969, art. 19, Sep Form Nos. 9-10 [hereinafter PRESERVATION OF SECRECY NOTICE].
300. Applicable Summary Concerning Cost Incentive Contracts, Procurement Enforcement
Headquarters Notice No. 8 of 1966, art. 6, Sep Form.
301. Summary of the Handling of a Value Analysis Proposal, Procurement Enforcement
Headquarters Notice No. 8 of 1966, art. 4(3), Sep Form No. I.
302. Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Determination of Dec. 12, 1974.
303. Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Determination of Dec. 12, 1974.
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Specialized Terms
a. Specialized Terms Relating to Basic Contracts.
17. Specialized terms for a sale contract (imported
goods).'
18. Specialized terms re an aircraft manufacturing
contract for work.30 5
19. Specialized terms re engines and apparatus used
in aircraft.30 6
20. Specialized terms of a vessel construction
contract for work? 3
21. Specialized terms re difficult to obtain
government supplied goods in a service contract
for work30
22. Specialized terms re an aircraft service contract
for work.3°
b. Specialized Terms Concerning Payment of the Price.
23. Specialized terms re interim fixing of a
price.
310
304. PROcuREEMNT HANDBOOK 369.
305. 3 Ch6tatsu Kankei H6ki RuishUi (A Compendium of Legal Rules Concerning Procurement)
9-3 (Ch6tatsu Jisshi Hombu (Procurement Enforcement Headquarters) ed. 1980) (hereinafter referred
to as CowENDIUM].
306. Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Determination of Sept. 10, 1974.
307. 3 CoMwENDrUM 9-10.
308. Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Determination of Sept. 10, 1974.
309. 3 CoMPENDruM 9-4.
310. Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Determination of Sept. 10, 1974.
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24. Specialized terms re interim fixing, etc. of the
price of a service contract for work."
c. Specialized Terms Concerning Warranty.312
25. Specialized terms re a warranty for defects in
contract goods purchased as loaded on board.
26. Specialized terms re a warranty for defects in
contract goods purchased as loaded on board a
vessel.
The contract will always require that the other party pay
guaranty money or provide security of 10% or greater of the
contract price to the government unless this requirement is
expressly reduced or waived due to the possession of requisite
performance insurance or other suitable grounds.3 13 This guaranty
money is forfeited to the state, subject to other provisions
concerning liquidated and other damages, should the contracting
party fail to perform its obligation.31
The written contract will be prepared and executed in two
originals (seihon), three duplicates (fukuhon) and three copies. 15
2. The Formal Contract and Examples of Basic Contract
Terms and Special Terms
The first two pages of all military procurement contracts are
printed in a standard form which records the government office of
A; the name, domicile and representative of B; the type, method
311. 3 CoMPENDIuM 9-9.
312. Concerning Specialized Terms re Warranty for Defects in Contract Goods Purchased as
Loaded on Board, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Circular Gytmu Renraku Chd No. 647 of
Oct. 31, 1984, attachment.
313. AL art. 29-9; BUDoET DErRMMINAON ORDER arts. 100-3-100-4; MOF CONTRACT
AFPAs REouLAlloNS art. 16; CONTRACT AFFAIRS NOTIcE art. 84.
314. AL art. 29-10.
315. CONTRACT AFFAIRS NOTICE art. 83(1). Under special circumstances the number of
duplicates will be increased to four. CONTRACT AFFAIRs NOTICE art. 83(1)(ii).
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and form of contract; the date and place where the product is to be
furnished; quantity; unit price; guaranty money; basic, special and
other contract terms to be used; and other related matters." 6
Basic and special contract terms, as well as special and specialized
terms selected for the particular contract, are all attached to this
standard form as separate documents as required.
The appendices to this article contain complete translations of
one full set of basic contract terms and two different sets of special
terms dealing with manufacture, excess profits and secrecy as
representative of the form that these provisions take. The
manufacturing contract is also accompanied by a commentary on
its provisions.
D. Dispute Resolution
Disputes with the government concerning military procurement
will normally involve the matters of qualification as a party,
rejection of a bid or the content and performance of a contract. The
Adjustment Section of PEH has been designated as the organ
responsible for handling disputes arising as a consequence of
PEH's procurement operations.31
7
Exception taken to a qualification determination is to be
presented to the officer responsible for registration (tWroku kakar)
of the Adjustment Section.318
No special rule has been adopted concerning bids in general,
but a grievance relating to a bid on a specified procurement
contract is to be submitted to the person responsible for grievances
at the Adjustment Section.319
Disputes relating to contractual matters, such as performance,
supervision, inspection and cost audit, will be submitted by the
316. CoNmRAcr AFFAiRs NOaTcE art. 82, Sep Form No. 3. Code numbers must be used for
several items.
317. PMO CONTRACt AFFAiRs REOULAToNs arts. 6, 28(1), Sep' Sch I; S'EciAL CASES
MINIS"ERIAL ORDER art 10, Notice concerning the Internal Organization, Etc. of the Procurement
Enforcement Headquarters, art. 6(3) [hereinafter referred to as the PEH ORGANIZATiON NOTICE].
318. Contract Precepts 2.5.2.
319. Contract Precepts 10.8.
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other party to the contract to the person responsible for grievances
at the Adjustment Section in a written document making clear the
following points:?2
1. The date and place where the dispute arose.
2. Details giving rise to the dispute.
3. Reasons for the dispute.
4. Other matters which need to be considered.
Consideration of a contractual dispute may also be initiated by
a written notice to the Adjustment Section from the Control
Sections, the Contract Sections, the Cost Control Section, the Cost
Accounting Sections or branch offices of PEH.3 2' The basic
contract terms of Japanese military procurement contracts also
prescribe that where a dispute or a doubt arises in connection with
the contract the parties shall on all such occasions consult and
settle them.
The Chief of the Adjustment Section will seek to mediate a
contractual dispute after hearing the opinions of the parties and
outside third parties (as needed), investigating and determining the
facts, and obtaining determinations from the responsible officers
involved.32 If he is successful, a mutual agreement or
memorandum will be prepared dealing with the understanding
reached and forwarded to all section chiefs concerned.3"
On the other hand, if mediation fails or is likely to fail or if it
is necessary to fix damages payable, a draft inquiry will be
prepared by the chief of the section primarily concerned and
submitted through the Chief of the Adjustment Section to an
"Incident Disposition Board" (Jiko Shori Iinka)32' chaired by
320. Contract Precepts 7.7; CONmRACr AwAms No'ncE art. 343.
321. CoNRAcr AFFAms NocE art. 344, Attached Form No. 111.
322. CoNTRAcr AFFAiRS NOTIncE arts. 345-46.
323. CoNTRAcT AFFAmS NoTc art. 346.
324. CoNTRAcr AFFAiRS NOnCE art. 350.
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the Assistant Director of PEH and consisting of the Chief of the
Audit Office, General Affairs Section, Adjustment Section,
Accounting Sections, First, Second and Fourth Contract Sections,
Cost Control Section and First and Fourth Procurement Control
Sections.3" Conduct of the administrative affairs of the Board are
the responsibility of the Chief of the Adjustment Section, who
serves as its Secretary.326 The chief submitting the draft inquiry
acts as the explanatory member of the Board and is responsible to
see that the case is fully explained by him or other persons he may
bring to the Board. 27 The Board then deliberates on the
question328 and votes a resolution from which the explanatory
member must abstain.329 The Chief of the Adjustment Section
takes this resolution to the Chairman of the Board to obtain his
formal determination and prepares a written report which is passed
on to the Director of PEH.33°
The Chief of the Adjustment Section is to prepare a report on
the content of the disposition of a grievance regarding all disputes,
other than those of a minor character, and submit it promptly to the
Prime Minister.331
Disputes not covered by those rules can be resolved by only
three other means, as follows: (1) An administrative motion of
objection or petition of exception and a claim for review (appeal)
from a decision on such a motion or petition or from a
determination under the above rules;332 (2) a suit in court
contesting an administrative disposition of the government or
seeking remedy on a theory of breach of contract, as
applicable;3 33 and (3) a foreign party pursuing redress from its
325. Notice Concerning the Incident Disposition Board, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters
Notice No. 6 of 1988, art 2 [hereinafter referred to as the INcDmENT DIsposmoN BOARD NOTICE].
326. INcIDENT DISPOSMON BoARD NOTCE art. 2(4).
327. INclDmNT DisPosmoN BOARD NOTICE art. 5(4).
328. INcIDENr DisposmoN BOARD NoaICE art. 3.
329. INCIDENT DIsPOSmoN BOARD NOTICE art. 6.
330. INcIDENT DIsPosmON BOARD NOICE art. 7.
331. PMO CONTRACr AFFAIRS REoULATONS art. 28.
332. Administrative Exceptions Review Law, Law No. 160 of 1962.
333. Administrative Case Litigation Law, Law No. 139 of 1962.
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government under the Agreement on Government Procurement in
the case of a specified procurement contract.
31
334. AGReAT art. VII(6)-C10).
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APPENDIX I
MANUFACTURING CONTRACT FOR WORK TERMS 35
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 1. PURPOSE OF THE CONTRACT
B will comply with not only what is prescribed in this contract
but also in the specifications attached to the contract and in
drawings, models and books accompanying the specifications for
reference, manufacture the contract goods and furnish them by the
time for furnishment, and A will pay the price thereof to B.
Comment
This contract is a "product supply contract" (seisakubutsu
ky5kyfi keiyaku) subject principally to the rules of the Civil Code
governing contracts for work (ukeoi keiyaku),336 but also in some
cases those applicable to sales contracts (baibai keiyaku). 337
Insofar as the principles of sales apply, the agreement is a generic
sale (shurui baibai) subject to the rules covering defects and losses
in indeterminate goods. 338 "Furnish" and "furnishment" (ndnyfi)
are formal words of art meaning delivery and the transfer of title
to the goods. 339
335. CONrRACrTAPAIRS NOTIcE art. 35, Sep Form No. 9. Werkvertrag in German and contrat
d' entreprise in French. CC arts. 632-42.
336. CONTRACt AFFARmS NoriCE art. 35, Sep Form No. 9.
337. CC arts. 555-85; COM. C. arts. 524-28.
338. CC arts. 401, 534(2); S. WAOATSUMA, SAUUN S6RON (Claims: General Part) 30-35 (IV
IMP6 K6oI (Lectures on the Civil Law) rev. ed. 1964) [hereinafter referred to as S. WAOATSUMA,
SAIKEN S6RON].
339. PRocuREMENr HANDBOOK 67.
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ARTICLE 2. PRICE
ALTERNATIVES -- SELECT ONE
The contract amount is the amount of the price to be paid by
B.
The amount of the price to be paid to B is fixed in accordance
with what has been prescribed in the special terms.
Comment
Only one of these two sentences is to be selected. The second
sentence will be used if the Special Terms re the Repayment of
Excess Profits, translated in Appendix II, are adopted.
ARTICLE 3. AUTHORIZATION OF THE UNDERTAKING OF
OBLIGATIONS, ETC.
(1) B shall obtain A's authorization in advance in writing in
any of the following cases:
(i) Where it causes a third party to undertake all or any
portion of the obligations under this contract.
(ii) Where it assigns to a third party all or any portion
of the obligations under this contract.
(ili) Where it puts up the contract goods as security prior
to their being furnished.
(iv) Where a third party is to perform the work of
manufacturing all or the major position of the
contract goods. Provided, however, that this does
not apply where manufacture of the portion within
the contract goods listed in the Annex is entrusted
for work to the person or persons listed in the
Annex.
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(2) A will grant the authorization for the cases listed in
items (i) through (iii) of the prior paragraph promptly so long as
there is no risk that it will create an obstacle to the performance of
the contract.
ARTICLE 4. REPORTING OF AGENTS, ETC.
B shall report to A in advance in writing in any of the
following cases:
(i) Where an agent is selected in order to carry on all
or a portion of the affairs concerned with the
performance of this contract.
(i) Where the work of manufacturing a portion, which
is not the major portion, of the contract goods
(excluding insignificant items) is entrusted to a third
party. Provided, however, that this does not apply
where manufacture of the portion within the contract
goods listed in the Annex is entrusted for work to
the person or persons listed in the Annex.
ARTICLE 5. SUBCONTRACTING
B is not relieved of liability in respect to those matters which
constitute B's duty pursuant to this contract even though the work
of manufacturing the contract goods has been entrusted to a third
party.
Comment
It is required under Japanese law in order to find breach of
contract due to delayal in performance that (1) performance is
possible, (2) that the time for performance has passed, (3) that the
delayal is the result of a cause which is the responsibility of the
obligor and (4) that the nonperformance is illegal. The cause that
is the responsibility of the obligor must involve an intentional or
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negligent act on his or its part. Mere nonperformance without
wilfulness or negligence is not enough. Accordingly, an obligor is
liable for the actions of a person assisting it in performance
expressly permitted by the contract, such as a subcontractor, only
when the obligor is either wilfully or negligently at fault in the
supervision of this person. On the other hand, if the selection of the
assisting party is not permitted by the contract, the obligor is
always liable for the latter's acts since the mere use of such a
person constitutes a breach of contract.14' Articles 3 through 5 of
this contract are concerned with these principles.
ARTICLE 6. PROHIBITION OF THE INFRINGEMENT OF RIGHTS
UNDER PATENT LAW, ETC.
(1) B will take necessary measures in the performance of
this contract not to infringe rights held by third parties under the
Patent Law, the Utility Model Law or the Design Law or
contractual rights held by a third party against B concerning
technical knowledge.
(2) Should A be damaged due to B not having taken the
necessary measures of the prior paragraph, A may claim
compensation therefor from B.
Comment
"Contractual rights... concerning technical knowledge" refers
to "know-how." 3 4
2
340. Rk hojosha in Japanese and Erfillungshilfe in German. See AL art. 29-11(2); BUDGET
DErERMINATION ORDER arts. 101-.03.
341. S. WAOATSUMA, SAnKN SORON 102, 105-11.
342. Compare the recently enacted definition of legally protected "trade secrets" (eigyd
himirsu) in Unfair Competition Prevention Law, Law No. 14 of 1934, as amended through Law No.
of 1990, art 1(3).
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ARTICLE 7. PRIORITY OF THE CONTRACT AND SPECIFICATIONS
AS WELL AS DOUBTS ABOUT THE SPECIFICATIONS,
ETC.
(1) Where the drawings, models and books accompanying
the specifications for reference contradict what is prescribed in the
contract and specifications, the contract and specifications take
precedence.
(2) Where B has a doubt about the specifications, etc., he
shall promptly seek the explanation of A. In this case, B may
request that this explanation be delivered in writing.
(3) B is not relieved of liability to perform its duties
prescribed in this contract for the reason that it has complied with
the explanation of the prior paragraph. Provided, however, that this
does not apply when, despite the fact that B - knowing this
explanation to have been improper - promptly objected to A, A still
sought to rely on the said explanation.
ARTICLE 8. AuTHORIzATION OF DRAWINGS, ETC.
(1) Where B prepares drawings or models as prescribed in
the specifications and obtains the authorization of A, the said
drawings or models (hereinafter referred to as "authorized
drawings, etc.") are deemed to have become a part of the drawings
or models accompanying the specifications for reference. Where the
authorized drawings, etc. contradict what is prescribed in the
accompanying drawings, models or writings for reference, the
authorized drawings, etc. take precedence.
(2) B is not relieved of liability to perform its duties
prescribed in this contract for the reason that it has complied with
the authorized drawings, etc. Provided, however, that this does not
apply when, despite the fact that B objected to the conditions
concerned in the case where the authorization of the prior
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paragraph was granted on condition of a change in content, A still
sought to rely on these conditions.
ARTICLE 9. SUBMISSION OF A VWRnTEN FuRNISHMENT PLAN
(1) B shall submit promptly to A a written furnishment plan
(including a production schedule) whenever A so directs.
(2) A may seek a change whenever it recognizes that the
written fumishment plan of the prior paragraph is inappropriate.
Comment
The furnishment plan is just that, merely a plan and therefore
this contract does not bind B to meeting the dates prescribed
therein.
ARTIcLE 10. DETAIL OF SUPERVISORY OFFICERS, ETC.
(1) A will detail a supervisory officer, inspecting officer and
other staff personnel [hereinafter referred to as "supervisory
officers, etc."] to B's place of operations, factory or other related
location whenever it has recognized the need in order to assure
proper performance of the contract.
(2) Where A details supervisory officers, etc., it shall clearly
specify to B their authority and the scope of their duties
(3) The supervisory officers, etc. shall not, in the execution
of their professional duties, improperly impede B in the conduct of
its operations.
(4) B shall cooperate within appropriate limits with the
supervisory officers, etc. in the execution of their professional
duties.
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ARTICLE 11. SHniNG ExPENSES
Necessary expenses for shipment (including packing) to the
place for furnishment are to be included in the price.
Comment
The language of this contract makes a distinction between
expenses to be "included in the price" (see articles 13(7), 16(3),
17(6), 21(7), 38(9)) and expenses to be "borne by A" (see articles
13(8), 14(2)). The former are covered by the contract price of
article 2 regardless of how it is determined and the latter are to be
paid in addition to the price.
CHAPTER II
PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT
SECTION I
GOVERNMENT SUPPLIED GOODS, ETC.
ARTICLE 12. SUPPLY AND LENDING OF GOVERNMENT SUPPLmD
GOODS, ETC.
The categories, quantity, date and place of supply or lending of
materials, parts, devices, tools and measurement implements, etc.
received by B in supply or as lent in order to perform this contract
[hereinafter referred to as "government supplied goods, etc."] and
other necessary matters in regard thereto are governed as prescribed
in the Separate Schedule of the contract and in the specifications.
ARTICLE 13. CUSTODY AND ACCEPTANCE, ETC. OF GOVERNMENT
SUPPLIED GOODS, ETC.
(1) B will be present at the receipt of the supply or lending of
government supplied goods, etc., it will confirm whether or not
there is a discrepancy (including where the quality or standards are
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inappropriate to the use; hereinafter the same) or there is an excess
or insufficiency in quantity after checking the conformity of the
categories and quantity, etc. with the Separate Schedule of the
contract and the specifications, and where it has discovered a
discrepancy or an excess or insufficiency in quantity, it shall
directly inform the goods control staff member designated by A and
accept his direction. It is the same whenever the discrepancy and
excess or insufficiency is discovered later.
(2) Upon receipt of the supply or lending of government
supplied goods, etc., B shall submit a written receipt in exchange
therefor to the goods control staff member.
(3) B shall not use or employ government supplied goods, etc.
other than for the purpose of this contract. Provided, however, that
this does not apply where A's authorization is obtained through the
goods control staff member.
(4) B shall hold custody of the government supplied goods, etc.
with the care of a good manager.
(5) B shall prepare books of receipt and disbursement and
custody respecting the government supplied goods, etc.,
continuously make entries and adjustments re receipt and payment
and make clear their status.
(6) B is relieved of the liability prescribed by this contract in
respect to defects in contract goods which arose due to the nature
of the government supplied goods, etc. Provided, however, that this
does not apply when B, knowing of the discrepancy in the
government supplied goods, etc., did not report it promptly to A.
(7) Necessary expenses for the acceptance and custody of
government supplied goods, etc. will be included in the price.
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(8) Where discrepancies in government supplied goods, etc. are
repaired by B in accordance with A's directions, the expense will
be borne by A.
Comment
The care of a good manager is the degree of care ordinarily
expected from a person holding the status and profession of the
obligor. It is equivalent to the diligentia boni patris familias in
Roman law. 343
ARTICLE 14. RETURN OF GOVERNMENT SUPPLmD GooDs, ETC.
(1) Whenever the need for the government supplied goods, etc.
received in supply or lent has ceased, B shall promptly notify A
and return them to the goods control staff member together with a
list of returned goods and a detailed log of their use in accordance
with the directions of A.
(2) Necessary expenses for the return will be borne by A.
SECTION II
BRANCH OFFICES
ARTICLE 15. BRANCH OFFICES
Other than the applications for authorization of article 3,
paragraph (1), items (i) and (ii), consultation regarding the
anticipated date, etc. for furnishment of article 19, the demand for
the price 'of article 27, paragraph (1), an application for
postponement in the time for furnishment of article 31, paragraph
(1), submission of the estimate of article 39, paragraph (3)
(including where it is applied correspondingly by the provisions of
article 40, paragraph (2)), consultation regarding a change in the
343. CC art. 400; S. WAGATSUMA, SAIKEN SORON 26-27.
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time for furnishment of paragraph (5) of the same article and other
matters designated by A, all acts to be done to A by B pursuant to
this contract are to be performed through a branch office of the
Headquarters or a Procurement Control Office.
SECTION DI
SUPERVISION AND COMPLETION INSPECTION
ARTICLE 16. SUPERVISION
(1) Wherever A has recognized the need or there is an
application from B based on the contract, the specifications, etc.
and a Summary of the Execution of Supervision prescribed by A, a
supervisory officer designated by A is to be present and perform
necessary supervision concerning materials, parts and semifinished
goods relating to the manufacture of contract goods by direction,
review, confirmation and other means.
(2) B shall comply where a supervisory officer performs
supervision in accordance with the provisions of the prior
paragraph. In this case the provisions of article 7, paragraph (3)
apply correspondingly.
(3) Necessary expenses to receive supervision will be included
in the price.
ARTICLE 17. COMPL ON INSPECTION
(1) Except in those cases where in the contract or the
specifications, etc. a completion inspection is not to take place, B
shall receive A's completion inspection concerning the quality of
the contract goods (including the quality of packaging, etc. needed
in terms of the nature of the contract goods) prior to shipping the
contract goods to the place for furnishment.
(2) The completion inspection will be performed by an
inspecting officer designated by A based on the contract, the
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specifications, etc. and a Summary of the Carrying Out of the
Completion Inspection prescribed by A.
(3) A determination of compliance or noncompliance is to be
rendered in the completion inspection by seeing whether or not the
quality of the contract goods conforms with the contract and the
specifications, etc.
(4) Where the inspecting officer has determined that there is
compliance pursuant to the provisions of the prior paragraph, he
will deliver promptly to B a Certificate of Passing the Completion
Inspection.
(5) B shall be present-at the completion inspection.
(6) Necessary expenses to receive the completion inspection
will be included in the price.
Comment
The provisions of articles 16 and 17, as well as those of article
21 below, meet the requirements of Accounting Law article 29-11,
which requires supervision of government contracts for work.'t
ARTICLE 18. DATE AND PLACE OF THE COMPLETION INSPECTION
(1) B will apply to A for the date and place of receiving the
completion inspection.
344. BuDOTr DuMINATION ORDEt art-, 101-3-101-9; PMO CoNTRACT AFFAIRS
REGULATONS arts. 13,17-23; Instruction Concerning Supervision and Inspection Involving Procured
Goods, Etc., Defense Agency Instruction No. 27 of 1969; CoNTRAcT AFFAmS NOTICE, arts. 158-67;
Notice Concerning Supervision and Inspection Involving Procured Goods, Etc. Procured by the
Procurement Enforcement Headquarters, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Notice No. 21 of
1969; Notice Concerning the Use and Boarding of Aircraft for the Purpose of Supervision and
Inspection, Procurement Enforcement Headquarters Notice No. 1 of 1969.
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(2) Where the need has arisen to change the date or place of
carrying out the completion inspection, A or B shall notify the other
party without delay and set a new date or place through
consultation.
(3) B shall complete all necessary preparation prior to the date
of the completion inspection.
SECTION IV
FURNISHMENT
ARTICLE 19. NOTICE OF THE ANTICIPATED DATE FOR
FURNISHMENT
Where the contract goods are to be brought to the place for
fumishment, B shall notify the inspecting officer at the place for
fumishment of the anticipated date for fumishment and other
necessary matters as needed. When there will be a fairly long
period prior to the time for fumishment, B shall consult with A in
advance regarding the anticipated date for furnishment and other
necessary matters.
Comment
This provision clearly recognizes that delivery may be made
early before the formal contractual date for furnishment. Also refer
to the remarks under article 22.
ARTICLE 20. REPORT OF FINISHING SATISFACTION
Where A has finished satisfaction under this contract by
completing the bringing in of the contract goods (completion of
installation when installation is required), it shall so report directly
to the inspecting officer with a Certificate of Passing the
Completed Inspection accompanying the statement of goods
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furnished.345 It is also the same when satisfaction is finished
regarding the respective portions in the case where goods are
furnished in installments.
Comment
The report required here complies with a requirement of
Japanese law concerning government contracts. 6
ART[CLE 21. INSPECTION ON RECEIPT
(1) Upon the report of the prior article, A will cause the
carrying out of an inspection on receipt by an inspecting officer
appointed by A in regard to the contract goods covered by the said
report in order to confirm the completion of satisfaction based on
this contract.
(2) The carrying out of the inspection on receipt is to be
governed by what is prescribed in the Summary of the Execution of
Supervision of Inspection on Receipt determined by A.
(3) A determination of compliance or non-compliance is to be
rendered in the inspection on receipt by seeing whether or not the
contract goods conform with the contract and the specifications,
etc. after having confirmed the statement of goods furnished and
the Certificate of Passing the Completion Inspection.
(4) The determination of the prior paragraph shall be made
within fourteen days from the date of the report of the prior article.
(5) B may be present at the completion inspection.
(6) B may request of the inspecting officer a notice of the date
and time of the inspection and other necessary matters.
345. Nihinsho.
346. GovERNMENT PAYMENT DELAY PREVENTION LAw art. 5(1).
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(7) Necessary expenses to receive the inspection on receipt will
be included in the price.
Comment
See remarks under article 17 above.
ARTICLE 22. RECEIPT
(1) A will receive the contract goods upon their having passed
the inspection on receipt.
(2) A shall hold custody of the contract goods with the care of
a good manager for the period needed for B to take over those
goods which failed to pass the inspection on receipt except where
B controls them itself.
Comment
The "bringing in" 7 of the goods under article 19 and
"taking over"9348 of the goods in this article merely refer to de
facto acts. While A may be put in the position of managing and
controlling the goods, the possessory rights 9 remain in B until
the goods are formally received by A. Thus, these terms are to be
distinguished from the words "rceipt ' '1350 and "delivery"9
35 1
which affect possession.
ARTICLE 23. RECEIPT wrrH A PRICE DIsCoUNT
(1) If-in the case where it has been determined in the
completion inspection that the contract goods are in
347. Mochikomi in Japanese and Ablieferung in German.
348. Hikitori in Japanese and Abnahme in German.
349. Senyj7ken in Japanese, Recht des Besitzes in German and droit de possession in French.
CC arts. 180-205.
350. Juryd in Japanese.
351. Hikiwatashi in Japanese and Ubergabe in German.
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noncompliance-A especially accepts the receipt of the said contract
goods recognizing that there are not any important obstacles to
their use, it will deliver to B a Certificate Confirming Receipt with
a Price Discount for Noncompliance Goods.
(2) B may apply to A for acceptance of receipt pursuant to the
provisions of the prior paragraph respecting contract goods
determined not to be in compliance in the completion inspection.
(3) Where B has received delivery of a Certificate Confirming
Receipt With a Price Discount for Noncompliance Goods, he or it
is a person who has received the confirmation of a Certificate
Confirming Receipt With a Price Discount for Noncompliance
Goods in place of a Certificate of Passing the Completion
Inspection in the inspection on receipt and A will receive the said
contract goods as long as it has not been confirmed that there is an
insufficiency in quantity and an accident in shipment.
(4) Besides what is prescribed in the prior paragraph, there are
cases where contract goods determined to be in noncompliance in
an inspection on receipt will be received by A as things in regard
to which it is recognized that there are not any important obstacles
to their use.
(5) B may apply to A for receipt pursuant to the provisions of
the prior paragraph respecting contract goods determined not to be
in compliance in the inspection on receipt.
(6) A shall reduce the price by an appropriate amount in the
case where it receives the contract goods of paragraph (3) or
paragraph (4).
ARncLE 24. TRANSFER OF OwNERsHIP
(1) Ownership of the contract goods is transferred to A at the
time they are received by A.
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(2) Packaging, etc. needed in terms of the nature of the contract
goods will also be attributed to A together with transfer of the
ownership of the contract goods except for those items especially
prescribed in the specifications.
ARTICLE 25. DELVERY OF A RECEIPT
Upon receipt of the contract goods A will deliver to B without
delay a written receipt in which are entered the necessary matters.
ARTICLE 26. THE CASE WHERE THE PLACE FOR FURNISHMENT IS
A FACTORY
(1) The provisions of articles 19 and 20 apply correspondingly
to notice of the anticipated date of completion of satisfaction and
other necessary matters and the reporting thereof in the case where
the place for furnishment is A's factory.
(2) In the case where the place for furnishment is a factory, B
shall hold custody of the contract goods with the care of a good
manager for the period after their receipt needed by A to remove
them from the factory except where A controls them itself.
SECTION V
PAYMENT OF THE PRICE
ARTICLE 27. DEMAND AND PAYMENT OF THE PRICE
(1) Upon having furnished all the contract goods B may
demand the price from a person designated by A.
(2) Where B demands the price it will be done by a lawful
statement for payment to which is attached the above written
receipt obtained in confirmation of the furnishment, executed by
the person designated by A, and other evidentiary documents
designated by A.
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(3) Upon receipt of the statement for payment prescribed by the
prior paragraph, A will pay the amount concerned to B on a day
within thirty days from the date of receipt.
ARnCLE 28. SPECIAL PAYMENT CASES
(1) A will pay a prepayment as prescribed by special terms.
(2) A will make partial payment as prescribed by special terms.
(3) Besides the cases prescribed in the prior paragraph, there
are those where a price of an appropriate amount will be paid in
respect to a portion already furnished in order to assure
performance of this contract wherever the contract is by nature
divisible and it has been arranged that funishment can take place
in installments and if other special needs arise. In such an instance,
measures will be adopted reducing the contract amount by a sum
computed by multiplying the amount paid by the standard effective
interest rate set by A in accordance with the number of days from
the day A paid the price until the day the unfurnished portion is
furnished.
Comment
Prepayments and partial payments will normally be governed
by special terms attached as a rider to the contract. However,
paragraph (3) makes allowance for an exception.
ARTICLE 29. INTEREST ON DELAYED PAYMENTS
(1) Where A does not pay B the price within the specified
period (this refers to the period of article 27, paragraph (3);
hereinafter the same), it shall pay B an amount computed by
multiplying the unpaid sum by the annual rate of 8.25% for the
number of days from the day following the date concluding the
specified period until the day payment is made. However, where
nonpayment during the specified period is due to an unavoidable
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reason such as a natural calamity or an accident, the period during
which the said reason continues will not be included in the
computation of the specified period and will not be computed in
the number of days for paying interest on delayal.
(2) Where the amount of interest on delayal computed pursuant
to the provisions of the prior paragraph is less than Y100, interest
on delayal will not be required to be paid, and where there is an
insignificant number of less than Y100 in the amount, this
insignificant number will be rounded down.
(3) Where passage is not determined by A within the period set
in article 21, paragraph (4), the number of days from the date this
period expired until the day of determination of passage or not will
be deducted from the number of days of the specified period, and
where the period of delay concerned exceeds the number of days
of the specified period, the specified period will be deemed
completed and A shall pay to B an amount computed by the
interest rate fixed in paragraph (1) applying the computation cases
of the prior two paragraphs in accordance with the number of
excess days.
ARTECLE 30. ALLOTMENT BY MEANS OF THE CONTRACT
GUARANTY MONEY
(1) Where A is to collect liquidated damages pursuant to the
provisions of article 44, paragraph (1), or demands compensation
for damage pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (2) of the same
article, the contract guaranty money provided by B is to be allotted
thereto.
(2) In the situation where B has put up security in place of
contract guaranty money, the collection or demand of the prior
paragraph is to fix an appropriate period, and when payment is not
made within this period, A is to allot the amount of money
obtained in conversion of the security to the liquidated damages or
compensation for damage.
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SECTION VI
POSTPONEMENT IN THE TIME FOR FURNISHMENT
AND DELAY OF PERFORMANCE
ARTICLE 31. POSTPONEMENT IN TnE TIME FOR FURNISHMENT
(1) B may apply for a postponement in the time for furnishment
accompanied by its reasons.
(2) Where there has been an application of the prior paragraph,
A may postpone the time for furnishment until a day which can be
recognized not to be an obstacle to the accomplishment of the
purpose of the contract.
(3) B may make the application of paragraph (1) even after the
time for furnishment has expired.
ARTICLE 32. DEFERRAL MONEY
(1) In a case where there is a postponement of the time for
fumishment pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (2) of the prior
article, B shall pay A as deferral money an amount computed by
multiplying the price equivalent to the deferred portion
corresponding to the number of days of deferral by a rate of 0.1%
per day. Provided, however, that the maximum sum will be an
amount of 10% of the price equivalent to the deferred portion.
(2) The "number of days of deferral" in the prior paragraph
means the number of days after deducting the number of days
furnishment was delayed for reasons not attributable to the
responsibility of B and the number of days which are inappropriate
to seeking payment of deferral money taking into consideration
other circumstances of the nature of the transaction, etc. from the
number of days listed in each of the followings items:
(i) If the deferred portion is furnished by the
postponement date in the case where the time for
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furnishment is postponed based on an application
made prior to the time to be furnished, the number
of days is from the day after the prior time for
furnishment until the day furnished.
(ii) If the deferred portion is not furnished by the
postponement date in the case where the time of
furnishment is postponed based on an application
made prior to the time for furnishment, the number
of days is from the day after the earlier time for
furnishment until the postponement date.
(iii) If the deferred portion is furnished by the
postponement date in the case where the time for
furnishment is postponed, based on an application
made after the lapse of the time for furnishment, is
the number of days from the day after the day the
application was made until the day furnished.
(iv) If the deferred portion is not furnished by the
postponement date in the case where the time for
furnishment is postponed, based on an application
made after the lapse of the time for furnishment, is
the number of days from the day after the day the
application was made until the day furnished.
(3) In applying the provisions of the prior paragraph,
furnishment is deemed to have taken place at the time of the report
of article 20.
(4) Where B does not pay the deferral money of paragraph (1)
by a date designated by A upon setting an appropriate period, it
shall pay A as interest on delayal an amount computed by
multiplying the deferral money concerned by 8.25% per annum for
the number of days from the day following this date until the day
payment is made.
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ARTICLE 33. DELAYAL MONEY
(1) In the case where the furnishing of the contract goods has
become later than the time of furnishment, B shall pay A as delayal
money an amount computed by multiplying the price equivalent to
the delayed portion corresponding to the number of days of delay
by a rate of 0.3% per day.
(2) The "number of days of delay" in the prior paragraph
means the number of days after deducting the number of days
delayed for reasons not attributable to the responsibility of B from
the number of days from the day after the time for furnishment
until the date the delayed portion was furnished (in the case where
the time for furnishment was postponed based on an application
made after the time for furnishment had lapsed, the day that the
said application was made).
(3) The provisions of paragraph (3) of the prior article apply
correspondingly to the case of the prior paragraph and the
provisions of paragraph (4) of the prior article apply
correspondingly to the case of paragraph (1).
CHAPTER III
EFFECTS OF THE CONTRACT, ETC.
ARTICLE 34. NOTICE OF INABiBrFY, ETC. TO FURNISH THE
CONTRACT GOODS
Where there is no longer any prospect of furnishing the contract
goods by the time they are to be furnished regardless of whatever
the reason, where it has become impossible to furnish the contract
goods or where loss or damage to the contract goods prior to their
being furnished has occurred which is to be borne by A under the
provisions or article 36, B will notify A directly thereof.
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ARTICLE 35. BEARiNG oF RISK
(1) Where it has become impossible to furnish the contract
goods due to reasons that cannot be attributed to the responsibility
of both A and B, B is relieved of its duty to furnish the contract
goods and A is relieved of its duty to pay their price.
(2) Where it has become impossible to furnish the contract
goods for reasons attributable to the responsibility of A, B is
relieved of its duty to furnish the contract goods and A will pay the
price (excluding an amount equivalent to the profit obtained by B
due to its being relieved of its duty to furnish) to B.
(3) If in the case of the prior paragraph B has acquired
insurance proceeds, compensation for damage, other consideration
or a right to claim such consideration, A is relieved of its duty to
pay the price to the extent of this amount.
ARTICLE 36. BEARwG OF Loss
(1) In the case where the contract goods are lost or damaged
before they are furnished, this damage is to be borne in accordance
with the provisions of the following through paragraph (4) when
the goods are to be repaired (including their replacement by good
items; hereinafter the same through the next article).
(2) Where the loss or damage of the prior paragraph is due to
reasons that cannot be attributed to the responsibility of both A and
B, the damage constitutes B's burden. Provided, however, that in
respect to the portion that pertains to government supplied goods,
etc. the damage constitutes A's burden.
(3) Where the loss or damage of paragraph (1) is due to reasons
attributable to the responsibility of A, the damage constitutes A's
burden.
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(4) Where the loss or damage of paragraph (1) is due to reasons
attributable to the responsibility of B, the damage constitutes B's
burden.
(5) If, in the case of the proviso of paragraph (2) or of
paragraph (3), B has acquired insurance proceeds, compensation for
damages, other consideration or a right to claim such consideration,
A is relieved of its duty to pay the price to the extent of this
amount.
Comment
Article 36 governs where the goods can be repaired or replaced
and article 35 in all other cases. An injured party who has lost
contract goods or government supplied goods due to the other
party's fault has the option to pursue a tort claim.352 It may freely
do so, but the result will be the same if it makes its claim in
contract under paragraphs (3) and (4) of article 36. There may also
be instances where a claim under article 36 will be available, but
not a tort claim: e.g., a case of a negligent act by an employee who
was properly supervised.
3 53
ARTICLE 37. Loss OR DAMAGE TO GovERNMENT SUPPLiED
GOODS, ETC.
(1) Where government supplied goods, etc. are lost or damaged
prior to their use in the manufacture of the contract goods, B shall
report promptly in writing to A to that effect.
(2) Where the loss or damage of the prior paragraph is due to
reasons attributable to the responsibility of B, B shall, as directed
by A, repair the goods at B's burden or compensate for this
damage.
352. PROCUREMIEN HANDBOOK 99.
353. CC art. 715(l)(proviso).
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(3) Other than a case provided for in the prior paragraph,
damages caused by loss or damage to government supplied goods,
etc. prior to their use in the manufacture of the contract goods
constitute A's burden.
ARnCLE 38. DEFECTS IN THE CONTRACT GOODS
(1) Where there is a defect in the contract goods furnished
(including an insufficiency in quantity; hereinafter the same), A will
fix an appropriate deadline and demand repair (including
replacement by good items and the making up of the quantity
where there is an insufficiency in quantity; hereinafter the same)
from B. Provided, however, that if the defect is not important and
moreover it would require excessive expense for its repair or if it
is otherwise recognized to be inappropriate to demand repair, a
reduction in the amount of the price may be demanded in lieu of
a demand for repair.
(2) Where the defect in the contract goods is due to reasons
attributable to the responsibility of B, A may demand compensation
for damages which arose due thereto upon the occasion of the
demand of the prior paragraph.
(3) Where A perceives that the defect in the contract goods is
important and that consequently the purpose of the contract cannot
be accomplished, A may rescind the contract pursuant to the cases
for rescission based upon the provisions of article 42. In this
situation, A will not refund the consequent gain it has obtained,
even though the contract goods to be returned have already been
put into their use, and no interest is to be imposed on the money
to be refunded by B.
(4) Where conduct of the confirmation of the entire quantity of
contract goods is prescribed in the Summary of the Execution of
Supervision of Inspection on Receipt, A may not allege
insufficiency in quantity as a defect in the contract goods.
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(5) A demand for repair, a demand for a reduction in price or
a notice of rescission shall be issued within one year from the day
to furnish the contract goods (the date the said defect was
discovered where B knowing of the said defect, did not report it).
Provided, however, that it will be issued within 6 months regarding
an insufficiency in quantity, and if it is such that the time limit for
repair has arrived after the date of the completion of this period,
the period concerning the demand for a reduction in price or a
notice of rescission of the contract will be extended from the date
the said time limit arrived until a day after two weeks have
elapsed.
(6) In a case where there has been the notice provided for in
the prior paragraph, B may petition an objection to A. If upon
review there is reason for B's petition, A will rescind or change the
said demand for repair, demand for a reduction in price or
rescission.
(7) The terms of this contract apply correspondingly to
performance of a duty to repair defective contract goods insofar as
permitted by their nature.
(8) The provisions of each of the prior paragraphs apply
correspondingly in the case where there is still a defect involved in
repairs concerned with contract goods repaired and redelivered
based on the provisions of paragraph (1).
(9) Necessary expenses for the repairs will be included in the
price.
Comment
Paragraph (1) makes certain that the principles of Civil Code
article 570 apply to a generic sale. Paragraph (2) follows Civil
Code article 416. Paragraph (3) codifies preexisting custom.
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Normally an act of rescission cannot be withdrawn.35 4 But
paragraphs (5) and (6) present a means by which such a withdrawal
can be accomplished. 5
CHA= IV
ALTERATION, ETC. AND RESCISSION OF THE CONTRACT
SECTION I
ALTERATION, ETC. OF THE CONTRACT
ARTICLE 39. ALTERATION OF THE CONTRACT
(1) Where necessary during the time until the completion of the
manufacture of the contract goods, A may consult with B for the
purpose of making changes as prescribed by this contract
concerning the time and place for furnishment, the contract
quantity, the content of the specifications and other duties of B.
(2) Besides the cases that are prescribed in the specifications,
B may submit to A a proposal for a change in technology whenever
it recognizes the need.
(3) Where consultation occurs pursuant to the provisions of
paragraph (1), B shall prepare a written estimate and promptly
submit it to A.
(4) Even in the case where the need has arisen to alter the
monetary amount of the contract as a result of the consultation of
paragraph (1), if there is a prospect that the need for a change in
the monetary amount of the contract will arise afterwards from
time to time or if it is otherwise recognized to be appropriate, upon
consultation by A and B measures to so bring about a change in the
535
354. CC art. 540(2).
355. 1 S. WAGATSUMA, SAIKEN KAKURON (Claims: Special Part) 184 (V MImP6 K6GI
(Lectures on the Civil Law) ed. 1954) [hereinafter referred to as S. WAGATSUMA, SAIKEN KAKURON];
PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK 109.
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contract amount may not be adopted but rather be arranged at a
later date.
(5) If necessary in the case where acts for the supply or lending
of government goods, etc. or otherwise to be done by A pursuant
to this contract are delayed, B may consult with A in order to
change the time of furnishment.
Comment
Although consultation occurs pursuant to paragraphs (1) through
(4), the preexisting contract remains in force unless both parties can
agree to the proposed change. Moreover, paragraph (5) does not
impose any liability upon B due to the delay in furnishing the
goods since the cause of the delay is A's failure to meet its
obligation. See article 43 below.
ARTICLE 40. CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES
(1) Where after concluding this contract it can be recognized
that what has been prescribed in the contract has become
inappropriate due to a shift in economic conditions, natural
calamity and accident, the enactment, amendment or repeal of a
law or order or another marked change in circumstances, A and B
may consult to change what is prescribed in the contract.
(2) The provisions of paragraph (3) of the prior article apply
correspondingly to the case where consultation occurs concerning
a change in the monetary amount of the contract pursuant to the
provisions of the prior paragraph.
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Comment
This provision seeks to specify the terms under which the
principle of changed circumstances (clausula rebus sic
stantibus)3 56 will be recognized to govern this contract. The
Japanese scholars and courts accept the concept that the terms of
a contract remain valid only as long as the fundamental conditions
applicable at the time of the conclusion of the contract continue to
apply.3 57 Exactly what constitutes a sufficient change in
circumstances to negate a contract is far from clear, but the
language of article 40 may go too far in attempting to restrict the
concept and therefore may not be valid. On the other hand, the
government cannot voluntarily abandon a benefit (such as a
contractual claim) belonging to the state except as provided by
statute.
358
ARTICLE 41. TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF MANUFACTURE
(1) A may cause temporary suspension of the manufacture of
the contract goods during the time prior to the completion of their
manufacture.
(2) If damages are caused to B in the case where there has been
a temporary suspension of manufacture by A, B may demand
compensation for damages from A.
(3) The demand for compensation of damages provided for in
the prior paragraph shall take place in writing within thirty days
from the date manufacture is recommenced.
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356. Jij6 henk5 no gensoku in Japanese.
357. 1 S. WAGATSUMA, SAIKEN KAKURON 25-28.
358. Public Finance Law, Law No. 34 of 1947, arts. 8, 9(1); Law Concerning the Control, Etc.
of State Claims, Law No. 114 of 1956.
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(4) The provisions of article 39, paragraph (5), apply
correspondingly to the time for furnishment where manufacture is
recommenced after its temporary suspension.
SECTION II
RESCISSION OF THE CONTRACT
ARTICLE 42. A's RIGHT OF RESCISSION
(1) A may rescind all or part of this contract where there is a
case coming under any one of the following items:
(i) Where B has not furnished the contract goods by the
time for furnishment due to reasons attributable to the
responsibility of B.
(ii) Where it has become not possible for B to furnish the
contract goods due to reasons attributable to the
responsibility of B.
(iii) Where it has become not possible to accomplish the
purpose of this contract through B having violated a
duty under the contract.
(2) Besides the cases of the prior paragraph, A may rescind all
or part of this contract where necessary due to A's circumstances.
ARTICLE 43. B's RIGHT OF RESCISSION
In the case where a duty under the contract has been violated
by A due to reasons attributable to its responsibility, B may rescind
all or part of this contract where, setting a suitable period, it has
admonished performance and there is no performance within this
period.
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ARTICLE 44. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
(1) Where A has rescinded all or part of this contract pursuant
to the provisions of article 42, paragraph (1), it will collect from B
as liquidated damages 10% of the price (the price equivalent to the
rescinded portion where there is a partial rescission).
(2) In a case where the amount of damages actually caused to
A exceeds the amount of the liquidated damages, the provisions of
the prior paragraph do not prevent A from demanding
compensation for these excess damages.
(3) The provisions of article 32, paragraph (4), apply
correspondingly to a case of the collection of liquidated damages.
ARTICLE 45. COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGES
(1) Where A has rescinded all or part of this contract pursuant
to the provisions of article 42, paragraph (2), A shall, upon the
demand of B, compensate B for the damages caused to it. Provided,
however, that this does not apply where the contract was rescinded
due to B not having furnished the contract goods by the time for
furnishment.
(2) Rescission of part or all of the contract pursuant to the
provisions of article 43 will not prevent B from demanding
compensation for actual damages caused to B.
(3) A demand for compensation for damages provided for in the
prior two paragraphs shall take place in writing within 30 days
from the date of rescission.
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Comment
Normally an admonition 59 must be given to the other party
before a contract may be rescinded,3' but articles 42 and 44
remove this need from A.
CHAPTER V
PRESERVATION OF SECRECY
ARTICLE 46. PRESERVATION OF SECRECY
(1) A and B shall not disclose to third parties or make use of
the secrets of the other party that have become known upon the
performance of this contract.
(2) B shall make sure of the preservation of secrecy as
prescribed by the provisions of the special terms.
Comment
See the Special Terms re the Preservation of Secrecy translated
in Appendix III.
CHAPTER VI
MISCE ANEOUS PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 47. INVESTGATIONS
(1) Where it is necessary regarding contract goods to confmn
their cost or where it is necessary to bring about the preservation
or correct computation and determination of the amount, etc. of
compensation for damages, liquidated damages and other pecuniary
claims that have arisen based on this contract, A may question B
concerning its operations or the state or its assets, investigate its
359. Saikoku in Japanese and Mahnung in German.
360. CC art 541.
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books and records and other articles, seek from it the submission
of reports or materials for reference and cause personnel to enter
and investigate B's place of operations, factory or other connected
location.
(2) B will cooperate with the investigations provided for in the
prior paragraph.
ARTcLE 48. OTHER
(1) Besides what is provided in these contract terms, what is
prescribed in the special terms will govern regarding the
performance of this contract.
(2) Should that which is prescribed in specialized terms differ
from these contract terms, what is prescribed in the specialized
terms governs.
(3) Where a dispute or a doubt has arisen concerning this
contract, A and B are to consult on such occasion and settle it.
Comment
The compromise provisions of the Civil Code361 underlie the
thinking of paragraph (3) of article 48.
ARTICLE 49. TRIAL JURISDICTION
Actions concerning this contract are subject to the jurisdiction
of the Tokyo District Court.
In proof of the concluding of the aforesaid contract, two
counterparts of the contract have been prepared and one will be
held by each party after both have added their name and seal.
361. CC artL 695.
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APPENDIX II
SPECIAL TERMS RE THE REPAYMENT OF EXCESS PROFrrS36 2
A and B hereby determine the following special terms
concerning the repayment of excess profits:
ARTICLE 1. REPAYMENT OF ExcEss PROFITS
Where B has acquired profits in excess of just profits
[hereinafter referred to as "excess profits"] pursuant to the
performance of this contract, an amount equivalent to the said
excess profits will be returned to A in accordance with what is
prescribed in these special terms.
ARTICLE 2. JUST PROFITS
"Just profits" in this contract refer to an amount equal to
percent of resultant total cost (the pecuniary amount prescribed in
the attached table when it is has been prescribed differently in the
same table).
ARTICLE 3. ACTUAL PRICE
(1) "Actual Price" in this contract refers to the pecuniary
amount after adding just profits to the expenses disbursed or borne
by B in order to perform this contract.
(2) The actual price is computed based on the Computation
Standards Concerning the Actual Price in the Annex [hereinafter
referred to as Computation Standards] and B's Regulations
Concerning Execution of Cost Accounting [hereinafter referred to
as the Computation Regulations].
362. CoTRAC AFFAims NOncE arL 36, Form No. 17.
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(3) The goal is to conduct final determination of the actual
price pursuant to the provisions of the prior paragraph by
_, 19.. Provided, however, that where A has given notice as
prescribed in the proviso of article 5, paragraph (1) or where an
audit of costs has otherwise been closed, a final determination of
the actual price will not be conducted.
ARTICLE 4. ExcEss PROFITS
Excess profits are the amount remaining after deducting the
actual price from the contract amount.
ARTICLE 5. SUBMISSION OF A WRrrEN COMPUTATION, ETC.
(1) B will prepare the Written Computation of the Actual Price
based on the computation standards and the Computation
Regulations within months after the performance of the
contract and submit it to A. Provided, however, that this does not
apply where A has been notified to the effect that there are no
excess profits as the result of a cost audit executed based on a
Written Computation of the Estimated Excess of the Contract
Amount submitted to it in accordance with the next paragraph.
(2) Where the pecuniary amount-adding reasonable profits to
the expenses disbursed or borne by B in order to perform this
contract during the course of performance of the contract-has
exceeded the contract price, a Written Computation of the
Estimated Excess of the Contract Amount may be prepared based
on the Computation Standards and the Computation Regulations
and submitted to A.
(3) Where-besides the Written Computation of the Actual Price
of paragraph (1) or the Written Computation of the Estimated
Excess of the Contract Amount of the prior paragraph-materials
proving the expenses disbursed or borne by B in order to perform
this contract or other materials to confirm the said expenses are
needed, A may seek their submission from B.
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ARTICLE 6. AUTHORIZATION, ETC. OF THE COMPUTATION
REGULATIONS
(1) After concluding the contract, B shall submit promptly to A
the Computation Regulations as of the time of the concluding of
the contract and obtain their confirmation.
(2) Where B seeks to change all or a portion of the
Computation Regulations as of the time of the concluding of the
contract, it shall apply to A with its reasons and obtain its
authorization thereof.
(3) Where B has newly established or changed company rules,
company regulations, circulars, systems or accounting procedures,
etc. that influence cost, it shall report it promptly to A.
(4) The provisions of the prior three paragraphs do not apply
where B has obtained the confirmation or authorization of A or has
reported to A concerning the said matters in another contract
already with B.
ARTICLE 7. COST AUDrr
(1) In order to confirm the expenses disbursed or borne by B to
perform this contract and review their propriety, A will carry out
a cost audit based on the Written Computation of the Actual Price,
the Written Computation of the Estimated Excess of the Contract
Amount or other materials submitted by B.
(2) Where A has recognized the need in order to carry out a
cost audit and in order to conduct an investigation required in
connection therewith, it will dispatch a cost audit officer designated
by A to B's place of operations, factory or other connected
location. Provided, however, that regarding places of operation,
factories or other connected locations of a subcontractor, this is
limited to those agreed to in advance by B.
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(3) The provisions of the contract terms concerning the dispatch
and investigation of personnel apply to the dispatch of a cost audit
officer and the performance of the professional duties of a cost
audit officer.
(4) Where a cost audit could not be carried out because B does
not cooperate with the carrying on of the cost audit, A may fix by
means of an audit determination the amount of expenses disbursed
or borne by B in the performance of this contract.
ARTICLE 8. DEMAND, ETC. FOR RETURN OF EXCESS PROFITS
(1) Where excess profits have arisen for B, A will fix a time
limit and claim repayment from B of an amount equivalent to the
said excess profits.
(2) The provisions of the contract terms concerning interest on
delayal for deferral money apply correspondingly to interest on
delayal where B does not repay the amount repayable to A by the
time limit.
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APPENDIX I
SPECIAL TERMS RB THE PRESERVATION OF SECRECY 363
ARTICLE 1. B's GENERAL DUTES
(1) B shall completely perfect the preservation of secrecy as
prescribed in these special terms re the preservation of secrecy
based on the main contract terms.
(2) B may not escape this responsibility even though a secret
is disclosed through the intent or negligence of an employee, a
subcontractor or a person charged with service by delivery pursuant
to the provisions of article 9, paragraph (3).
ARTICLE 2. SERVICE BY DELIVERY
When A delivers to B a document, a drawing or an article that
is to be kept secret, it will mark it as classified secret and serve it
by delivery together with a written document.
ARTICLE 3. SPECIFIED MATERIALS
(1) B shall not show or disclose to a person not connected with
the principal work documents or drawings to be kept secret, among
written explanations, specifications, written computations and
charts, etc. of the main contract, that have been designated as
classified secret [hereinafter referred to as "specified materials"].
(2) Specified materials shall not be shown or disclosed even to
persons connected with the principal work beyond the extent
necessary for the work to be performed.
ARTICLE 4. SPEC=FID ARTICLES
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(1) Regarding articles to be kept secret that have been
designated as classified secret [hereinafter referred to as "secret
articles"], B shall conduct their handling with great care while they
are in its possession and not show them to a person not connected
with the principal work.
(2) Secret articles shall not be shown even to persons connected
with the principal work beyond the extent necessary for the work
to be performed.
ARTICLE 5. REPRODUCTION AND TAKING OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF
SPECIFIED MATERIALS AND SPECIFIED ARTICLES
(1) Other than as prescribed in the main contract, B will obtain
A's approval in advance when it seeks to reproduce specified
materials or to prepare or photograph sketches or tables of test
results, etc. of specified articles.
(2) When B conducts the reproduction, preparation or
photography, etc. of specified materials or specified articles
pursuant to the main contract or with the approval of A, it shall
consult with A in advance regarding the details of prescribed
conduct and carry it out in the presence of a representative of A
(this refers to a person designated by A; hereinafter the same).
(3) The provisions of the prior paragraph apply correspondingly
to a subcontractor of B.
ARTICLE 6. REPORT OF EXECUTION
Whenever B has reproduced or prepared specified materials or
specified articles or whenever it has prepared or photographed
sketches and tables of test results of specified articles pursuant to
the provisions of the prior article, it shall so report promptly in
writing to A.
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ARTICLE 7. LABELiNG WITH A MARK
Whenever B has reproduced or prepared specified materials or
specified articles, it will label them with a mark as classified secret
and a registration number, etc. in accordance with the directions of
A.
ARTICLE 8. PROHIBITION OF ENTRY
(1) B shall prohibit entry into such place in respect to the place
where specified materials and specified articles are handled or set
up.
(2) Where entry is prohibited pursuant to the provisions of the
prior paragraph, the person controlling the said facilities shall both
post an indication to the effect that the said place shall not be
entered and enforce measures necessary to prohibit entry.
(3) B shall not allow persons not connected with the principal
work to enter the facilities of the place where the work is
conducted or warehouse, etc. indiscriminately or to loiter in the
vicinity thereof.
(4) Even persons connected with the principal work shall not
enter the facilities of the prior paragraph beyond the extent
necessary for the work to be performed.
ARTICLE 9. ENTRUSTMENT OF SUBCONTRACTiNG AND SERVICE
OF DELIVERY
(1) B shall not subcontract the preparation, etc. of specified
articles to another enterprise. Provided, however, that if
subcontracting is unavoidable, A's approval will be obtained with
a writing in which is entered the subcontractor, the content of the
contract and the means, etc. to preserve secrecy.
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(2) The provisions of the prior paragraph apply correspondingly
to B's subcontractor.
(3) In a case where B entrusts to another shipping agency the
delivery by service of documents, sketches or articles that are
secret, A's approval shall be obtained with a writing in which is
entered the person so entrusted and the means, etc. to preserve
secrecy.
ARTICLE 10. SECRECY PRESERVATION REGULATIONS
(1) In order to render the preservation of secrecy certain within
the company (factory) and at a subcontractor, B will, after
preparing regulations concerning the preservation of secrecy within
one month from the day of concluding these special terms (when
the time of starting work comes within this one month, by the day
of starting work), obtain the confirmation of A. Provided, however,
that if these regulations have already been prepared and the
confirmation of A concluded, it will be enough merely to report
them as long as there are no special directions.
(2) Whenever B alters or amends the regulations concerning
secrecy preservation confirmed by A pursuant to the provisions of
paragraph (1), it shall report it to A in advance.
ARTICLE 11. RETURN, ETC. OF SPECIFIED MATERiALS
(1) After performance of the contract B shall return or submit
directly to A the specified materials delivered by A and all
materials prepared in accordance with article 5.
(2) The said specified materials shall be returned to A even
where the date indicated in the conditions for destruction or return
[hereinafter referred to as "destruction" in this article] of the
materials prescribed by the prior paragraph is prior to performance
of the contract. Provided, however, that if a necessary reason
especially exists, application will be made to A and its
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authorization obtained in advance regarding a change in the
conditions for destruction.
ARTICLE 12. INSPECTION
(1) B shall prepare and fill in a record book necessary for the
handling of secrecy, conduct a check at least once each month
regarding the state of preservation of secrecy and accept
inspections by A and A's representatives.
(2) Besides the conduct of the inspections of the prior
paragraph, A or A's representatives may, whenever it is recognized
to be necessary, inspect the state of the preservation of secrecy or
give needed directions to B.
(3) The provisions of the prior two paragraphs apply
correspondingly to the subcontractors of B.
ARTICLE 13. MEAsURES UPON THE OCCURRENCE OF AN
INCIDENT
If an incident of the disclosure, loss or subversion, etc. of a
secret has occurred or there is doubt or fear that it may have
occurred, the details shall be reported promptly to A along with the
taking of proper measures.
ARTICLE 14. RECEIPT OF SPECImD MATERiALS OR SPECIFIED
ARTICLES
Whenever specified materials or specified articles (including
government supplied articles and lent articles) are received or
delivered by service (including being furnished) from A, B shall
report to A or A's representative in writing their name, quantity,
secrecy classification and registration number, etc.
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ARTICLE 15. REPORT OF THE STATE OF CUSTODY
B shall report to A as of the end of June and the end of
December each year the state of custody of specified materials and
specified articles.
ARTICLE 16. NEW ESTABLISHMENT, ETC. OF PRESERVATION
FACILIES
If B newly establishes or changes facilities (this refers to a
place of custody, a place where work is conducted and a
warehouse, etc.) for the handling of specified materials or specified
articles, it shall obtain A's confirmation in advance and then carry
it out.
ARTICLE 17. EDUCATION IN PRESERVATION
B shall establish an annual plan and carry out education in the
preservation of secrecy for persons involved in secrecy.

